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ABSTRACT 
Fuhrmann (1991, 1993) developed a duality theory in the context of Hanel norm 
approximation and Nehari complementation problems. The class of functions involved 
were the scalar, antistable transfer functions. This work was extended, using normal- 
ized coprime factorizations, by Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a) to the class of all minimal 
transfer functions. In this paper we extend the scope of the duality theory signifi- 
cantly. The paper presents a unified approach to problems of Hankel norm approxi- 
mation, model reduction, and robust control of rational multivariable transfer func- 
tions. The unification is achieved by considering two classes of transfer functions and 
corresponding normalized coprime factorization. Using the Youla-Kucera parametriza- 
tion of all stabilizing controllers, we single out a unique controller by imposing a 
McMillan degree minimization restriction on the doubly coprime factorizations. With 
this controller we construct an associated stable transfer function which we call the 
characteristic function. Many problems on the original system can be reduced to the 
study of the characteristic function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Fuhrmann (1991) a polynomial approach to AAK theory, named after 
Adamjan, Arov, and Krein’s fundamental contributions (1968a, 1968b, 1971, 
1978), was given. One of the new insights brought out in that paper was the 
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fact that the problem of finding optimal Nehari complements of a given 
rational function is related by a duality theory to the problem of finding the 
optimal Hankel approximant that corresponds to the smallest singular value 
of the associated Hankel operator. The whole exposition rested on facts, 
known from AAK theory, concerning the number of antistable zeros of the 
Hankel singular vectors. This dependence on a key result was a weak point of 
that paper. It has now been remedied. Fuhrmann (1993a) contains a proof of 
this result, and thus, at least in the scalar rational case, we have an almost 
purely algebraic approach to AAK theory. Again duality was central to the 
new approach, and the key point in the duality can be traced to a Bezout 
equation. 
We would like to try and explain why duality theory is so important. Of 
course, one answer is that duality allows us to obtain from each proved result 
a dual one. This is sometimes true, but it certainly is not the main reason. 
What seems to be the greater contribution of duality is the conceptual 
clarification of the interrelationship between various aspects of a field. Thus 
the contribution of Kalman (see Kalman, Falb, and Arbib, 1969) to algebraic 
system theory is not the fact that observability criteria can be derived from 
controllability criteria, but rather in showing that the problems of control and 
filtering are related and that the concepts of controllability and observability 
taken together lead directly to minimal realization theory and the state space 
isomorphism theorem. It is safe to say that even today the power of these 
techniques has not been exhausted. For a recent application of these ideas we 
refer to Fuhrmann and Ober (1993b). 
In the same spirit we believe that the duality theory we present here, 
incomplete as it necessarily is at this stage, serves to do more than just clarify 
some unintuitive aspects of AAK theory. First and foremost it brings a unified 
approach to problems of robust control, be it with respect to additive 
perturbations or normalized coprime factor uncertainty, on the one hand, or 
to model reduction and Hankel norm approximation on the other. In putting 
the various objects in the proper setting it provides also a very strong link 
between algebra and geometry. 
The reading of this paper may not be easy. There are quite a large 
number of objects involved. There are several classes of transfer functions 
and related normalized coprime factorizations and doubly coprime factoriza- 
tions of two different types; there are invariant subspaces of Hz spaces, 
associated model operators, intertwining maps, Hankel and Toeplitz opera- 
tors, Youla-Kucera parametrizations of stabilizing controllers, spectral factor- 
izations, and a sprinkling of Liapunov and Riccati equations. It is a big and 
complex kaleidoscopic picture. The details are extremely important, but the 
real beauty comes out when one has mastered the details and can take several 
steps backward and view the global picture. We shall try to develop the 
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theory in as clear a way we can. However we must ask the reader to bear with 
us. For those who do, we believe the effort in mastering these ideas will be 
found rewarding. 
We proceed now briefly to describe the basic structure of the theory. Our 
starting point is a rational, multivariable, antistable transfer function G E Hr. 
There are natural left and right coprime factorization over Hl associated 
with it, namely 
G = NM-’ = M-‘E 
with M, a inner functions, i.e. satisfying M *M = 1 and ~%?a* = 1. These 
factorizations are due to Douglas, Shapiro, and Shields (1971) in the scalar 
case and to Fuhrmann (1975, 1981) in th e multivariable case. We will refer to 
them as Douglas-Shapiro-Shields factorizations, or DSS factorizations. With 
these factorizations, being coprime, we can associate solutions of left and 
right Bezout equations. This leads directly to doubly coprime factorizations, 
i.e. to 
However, the solutions to the Bezout equations are never unique. So we 
can impose extra constraints to pick specific solutions of the Bezout equation. 
One way to do it, as is done in Fuhrmann and Ober (1993b), is to impose a 
minimum McMillan degree requirement on the doubly coprime factors. Here 
we impose another type of constraint. More specifically, we require the 
controller to satisfy 
-- 
M*U=UM*EH". 
This leads to a special controller we refer to as the Liapunov controller. With 
this controller, which is a system invariant, there is associated another stable 
transfer function 
R, c U*M = j(jfj* 
which is also a system invariant. We till call it the S-characteristic of G (S 
for stable). The interesting thing here is the fact that the Hankel singular 
values of R* are the inverses of the Hankel singular values of G. The map 
xs : H" -+ H", given by 
Xs(G) = 4 
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can be inverted either by solving a pair of degenerate Riccati equations or, 
alternatively, by a spectral factorization technique. This map has interesting 
topological properties, and we refer to a forthcoming paper, Ober and 
Fuhrmann (1993). Even at this stage what emerges is the multivariable 
duality theory which originated in Fuhrmann (1991). However, this is only 
the beginning. 
Let us start now with an arbitrary multivariable strictly proper transfer 
function G. With G we can associate normalized left and right coprime 
factorizations 
-- 
Here the normalization conditions are M *M + N *N = I and MM * + NV*. 
Again this can be done via spectral factorizations or alternatively through 
solving pairs of Riccati equations. State space formulas for these coprime 
factorizations have long been known; see Meyer and Franklin (1987), 
Vidyasagar (1985), and Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a). Proceeding as before, 
we can solve left and right Bezout equations, which in turn lead to doubly 
coprime factorizations. This in principle is the Youla-Kucera parametrization 
of all stabilizing controllers. Again the problem of nonuniqueness arises, and 
we make a choice that leads to a special stabilizing controller. This we will 
refer to as the LQG controller: 
-- -- 
M*U+N*V=UM*+VN*EH". 
With this controller there is associated a unique stable transfer function 
R, = U*M + V*N = &ii?* + ti-*, 
and we call this the L-characteristic of G. The map xL given by 
XL(G) = RI. 
can be inverted either by solving a pair of Lyapunov equations or, altema- 
tively, by a spectral factorization technique. This map has the same interest- 
ing topological properties that xs had, and we refer to the same paper, Ober 
and Fuhrmann (1993). Of particular significance is the relation of these 
characteristic maps to the balanced canonical forms worked out by Ober 
(1991); for more on this see Ober and Fuhrmann (1993). 
Having the characteristic function at hand, we construct now a commuta- 
tive diagram-we call it the key diagram-involving six operators. These 
operators, some Hankel operators, and some intertwining maps of model 
operators all share the same sets of Schmidt pairs, though with differing 
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singular values. This allows us to reduce certain optimization problems to the 
problem of optimal Nehari complementation of the L-characteristic. In 
particular, finding the minimum norm solution of the controller Bezout 
equations can be reduced to a Nehari problem. 
The key diagram can be streamlined a little, using the connection 
between Hankel operators and intertwining maps, so that all maps are model 
intertwining maps. Now model intertwining maps can be inverted via solution 
of Bezout equations; this goes back to Fuhrmann (1968a, 1968b, 1981). So 
immediately we can get a similar dual key diagram, simply by inverting all 
maps. Naturally all singular values are inverted, but the Schmidt pairs remain 
the same, except for a change of order. This diagram has no Hankel operators 
in it; however, those can be brought back in the same way they were 
previously taken out. This, with minor reordering, gets us another key 
diagram, this time the key diagram associated with G*. This can be expressed 
concisely by xs( xL(G)) = xL(G*), i.e., the L-characteristic of G* is the 
S-characteristic of the L-characteristic of G. 
It is felt that beyond the various new technical results, the main contribu- 
tion of this paper is in two different directions. First, the paper establishes a 
firm connection between model reduction and robust control, and does so 
within the unifying framework of a new and comprehensive duality theory. 
The second principal contribution is bringing to light the power of the use of 
characteristic functions. The first deeper study of the L-characteristic has 
been done in Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a). We wish to point out further 
applications of this technique. In Ober and Fuhrmann (1993) these notions 
have been applied to the study of diffeomorphisms of various classes of 
functions. Moreover, in Fuhrmann (199317) the B-characteristic, the relevant 
one for the class of bounded real functions, has been used to put forward 
another method for solving the suboptimal Nehari extension problem and 
clarify the connections between several different approaches to the Nehari 
problem. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we collect some basic 
results on Hardy spaces, invariant subspaces, models, intertwining maps, and 
Hankel operators. In particular we pay attention to the close connection 
between intertwining maps and Hankel operators. 
Section 3 is devoted to the study of antistable systems and their coprime 
factorizations, i.e. the DSS factorization. We introduce the notion of the 
S-controller and thus also the S-characteristic. We study the S-characteristic 
from the point of view of inverting the Hankel operator as a map from the 
orthogonal complement of its kernel to its image. We also derive state space 
formulas for the objects under study. 
Section 4 focuses on arbitrary minimal systems. We study normalized 
coprime factorizations and recall the definitions of the L-controller and the 
L-characteristic introduced in Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a, 1993b). 
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In a sense Section 5 is the core of this paper. We return to a study, 
initiated in Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a), of a commutative diagram of six 
maps. This key diagram is of fundamental importance, inasmuch as all the 
operators have closely related singular values and singular vectors. By a 
simple transformation all operators involved can be taken to be intertwining 
maps. As such, all their spectral information is encoded in the associated 
doubly coprime factorizations. These we compute in full detail. By the use of 
the commutant lifting theorem we can compute all the operator norms as H”, 
optimization problems. This we do, and more specifically solve some of the 
optimization problems in terms of the solutions to the simplest one. 
Section 6 is devoted to a study of the relation between the L-characteris- 
tics of G and G*. This result is the core of the duality theory, and because of 
its importance we give two proofs. The first proof is based on state space 
considerations, whereas the second proceeds on functional lines. 
Finally, we compute the L-controller of G* and identify the key diagram 
of G* with a diagram obtained from the inversion of the key diagram of G. 
This allows us to obtain results on the robust stability margin of G” in terms 
of approximation properties of G. This clearly points out the duality between 
stabilization and model reduction problems. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Hankel operators are generally defined in the time domain, and via the 
Fourier transform their frequency domain representation is obtained. We will 
skip this part and introduce Hankel operators directly as frequency domain 
objects. Our choice is to develop the theory of continuous time systems. This 
means that the relevant frequency domain spaces are the Hardy spaces of the 
left and* right half planes. Thus we will study Hankel operators defined on 
half plane Ha r d y spaces, rather than on those of the unit disc as was done by 
Adamjan, Arov, and Krein (1971). In this we follow the choice of Glover 
(1984). This choice seems to be a very convenient one, as all results on 
duality simplify sign f i scantly, due to the greater symmetry between the two 
half planes than between the unit disc and its exterior. 
2.1. Hardy Spaces 
Our setting will be that of vectorial Hardy spaces. Thus HB is the Hilbert 
space of all C”-valued analytic functions in the open right half plane with 
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In our notation we will suppress the reference to C”, as it will always be clear 
from the context which particular space we are using. The space H 2 is 
similarly defined in the open left half pl ane. A theorem of Fatou guarantees 
the existence of boundary values of H :-functions on the imaginary axis. Thus 
the spaces H s can be considered as closed subspaces of L2(iR), the space of 
Lebesgue square integrable functions on the imaginary axis. It follows from 
the Fourier-Plancherel and Paley-Wiener theorems that 
L2(iR) = HP@ H:, 
with Hz and HE the Fourier-Plancherel transforms of L2(0, M) and 
L”(-w, 0) respectively. We will denote by P, and P_ the orthogonal 
projections of L2(iR) onto H: and Hf. Also, H”, and HY will denote the 
spaces of bounded, vectorial analytic functions on the open right and left half 
planes respectively. These spaces can be considered as subspaces of I?(iR), 
the space of Lebesgue measurable and essentially bounded functions on the 
imaginary axis. An extensive discussion of these spaces can be found in 
Hoffman (1962), Duren (1970), and Gamett (1981). 
We will define f*(s) = f( -S)*. 
2.2. Invariant S&spaces 
Before the introduction of Hankel operators, we digress a bit on invariant 
subspaces of Ht. Since we are using the half planes for our definition of the 
H 2-spates, we do not have the shift operators conveniently at our disposal, 
and in order to keep the scope of the paper within reasonable limits we avoid 
introducing the translation semigroups and their Fourier transforms. This 
forces us to a slight departure from the usual convention. 
The algebra H”, can be made an algebra of operators on HT by defining, 
for + E H”,, a map Tti : Ht+ Hf by 
(1) 
In algebraic language we have introduced an H”, module structure in H:. 
The next proposition characterizes the adjoints of this class of operators. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
TJ, is given by 
Let Cc, E H” and T+ be defined by (1). The adjoint of 
T,*f = P+$*f, f E Hf. 
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Both T* and T$ are special cases of Toeplitz operators. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A subspace J c of Hf is called an invariant subspace 
if for each $ E H”, we have 
A subspace _& C of HE is called a backward invariant subspace if for 
each $ E H”, we have 
Clearly, backward invariant subspaces are just orthogonal complements of 
invariant subspaces. 
Invariant subspaces have been characterized by Beurling (1949); see also 
Hoffman (1962). For this we need the notion of an inner function. 
DEFINITION 2.2. An m X n matrix function M E H”, is called inner if 
1) M Ilrn =g 1 and its boundary values on the imaginary axis are isometric a.e., 
i.e. M(it)*M(it) = I. 
The next result, Beurling’s theorem, is central. We quote it to put some 
results in the right perspective. We do not actually use it, as in our setup we 
can directly calculate the relevant invariant subspaces and identify the 
corresponding inner functions. Thus we will not give a proof of this theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Beurling). A nontrivial subspace A c HE is an invari- 
ant subspace if and only if 
for some inner function M. 
Rather than give a proof of Beurling’s theorem, which is outside the scope 
of this paper, we will prove a finite-dimensional version of it, which can be 
done algebraically. The proof uses the most rudimentary results from the 
theory of polynomial and rational models. The necessary results can be found 
in Fuhrmann (1991) and the further references therein. We just recall that, 
given a nonsingular polynomial matrix D, X D denotes the space of all strictly 
proper, rational vector functions h for which Dh is a vector polynomial. 
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THEOREM 2.2 (Beurling). A nontrivial subspace A c Ht which has a 
finite dimensional orthogonal complement A’ is an invariant subspace if 
and only if 
for some rational inner function M. 
Proof. Assume L = MH: and M is rational. Then M has polynomially 
coprime factorizations 
with E, E, D, 6 stable polynomial matrices. 
Since M is inner, we must have M *M = MM* = I. Therefore 
- -- 
D-*E*ED-’ = B-‘E*ED-* = 1. 
Thus we have 
EE* = D*D, 
-- 
E*E = i%*. (3) 
Now we check that if M = E-‘E*H: then M ’ = X”, which shows that 
J ’ is finite dimensional. 
Assume first that f E H: and f I X”. Now f E X’ implies f = o- ‘p 
-- 
for s_ome polynomial vector p. We reTrite this as f = D-‘E*E- *p = 
Em’E*h, where h = E-*p. Since D-‘E* is bipryer, it follows that h is 
strictly proper and hence h = ,!- *p E H!, since E* is antistable. 
Now, for an arbitrary g E H t, we compute 
(f, @E*g) = (s-%*h, D-%*g) = (h, g) = 0. 
Here we have used the fact that o-lE* is unitary on the imaginary axis and 
the orthogonality of H: and HE. 
X” c {D-‘E*H;}’ . 
This shows that D-‘E*HP c {X’} ’ or 
Conversely, let f E Hf and f I D-lE*Hz, that is, for every g E Hz, 
we have 
-- 
0 = (f, B-lE*g) = ( D-IE*E- *Of, D- lE*g) 
= (E-*Bf, g). 
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Therefore E- *- Df E Ht or f = PIE*h for some h E H!. Now h is a 
strictly proper rational function and hence has a representation, unique up to 
a common left unimodular factor for S and p, of the form 
h = S*p 
with S a stable polynomial matrix. Thus we know that f = p-‘E*h = 
sPIE*S- “p is a stable, strictly proper rational function. This implies the 
stability of E*S*p. Since S* 
argument that E* = 
and p are left coprime, it follows by a standard 
PS* for some polynomial matrix P. So we get f = 
PZ*s-*p = EP’(PPJ. s ince f E H t, it is strictly proper, and so f E X ‘, 
i.e. {@‘E*Ht}’ c XD. From these two inclusions we get the equality 
X” = {E-‘E*Ht}L. 
Next we assume & is an invariant subspace of HE for which dim A? ’ < 
00. Thus for every Ic, E H”,, and in particular for every rational I,!J E H”,, we 
have P+$*f EAL for every f EL’. 
We will show first that the assumption of finite dimensionality implies that 
all the functions in M ’ are rational. To see this we show that there exists a 
nonzero rational function 4 such that 7~+ +f = 0 for all f EL ’ . In fact, let 
$ be an arbitrary scalar, antistable function in HY. We consider, in A ’ , the 
map f * P, t+!rf. If this map is the zero map, then q = I). Otherwise let d be 
the characteristic polynomial of this map. Then, by the Cayley-Hamilton 
theorem, P+d(@)f = 0. But d(r)) IS rational in H”. In this case we take 
4 = d(Q). 
Let now f be an arbitrary element of A J_ . Then +f E H!. Let 
4~ = p/q with p and q coprime. By partial fractions we can write +f = a/q 
+ g with a a polynomial vector and g E Hf. Necessarily g = 0, as +f E H !. 
Hence f = a/p, i.e., f is rational. 
Next we show that backward invariance of A%’ in the analytic sense 
implies its backward invariance in the algebraic sense, namely that, for every 
fE”Je the strictly proper part r_zf of zf is also in A?’ . Since any 
shown to be rational, we can write _f = e/d with a f EL ’ has been 
polynomial vector e and a scalar, stable polynomial d. Now 
e 
z__=++1 
d d’ 
where (Y is a constant vector. So n_ze/d = r/d. To show the algebraic 
backward invariance of A ’ it suffices to provide a scalar, rational H”-func- 
tion p/q for which P+( p/q)f = r/d. This is equivalent to 
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Let us choose 4 to be an arbitrary antistable polynomial, 
- 1. We set 
p =zqmodd= ~~(“4). 
This means that there exists a constant y for which 
p =zq -dy. 
481 
with deg q = deg d 
Thus we have deg p < deg q, and hence p/q is proper and antistable, i.e. in 
HY. Now we compute 
Pe zq - dy e e ye _-= 
qd 
-==z--- 
4 d d 4 
r ye =(y+---_= qff - ye 
d 4 q 
+ ;. 
This implies 
P+II.: = 6, 
qd 
i.e. &A!?? 
d 
Now we know from the theory of polynomial models that every finite 
dimensional S--invariant subspace of F”(z), the space of vectorial strictly 
proper rational functions, is of the form Xn for some nonsingular polynomial 
matrix 3. Since X’ c Ht, necessarily E is a stable polynomial matrix. We 
proceed now to solve the polynomial spectral factorization problem 
-- -- 
E*E = DD*. 
Here E is stable. This implies that A4 = E*D-’ = o-l_@* is an inner 
function. Thus, by the first part of the proof, it follows that J% = MHT. n 
2.3. Model Operators and Intertwining Maps 
The H”,-module structure on the Hardy space Hz induces an H”,-mod- 
ule structure on backward invariant subspaces of H f, Thus, given a square 
inner function M E H”,, we consider the backward invariant subspace 
H(M) = (MH:}~ = ~fe MH:. 
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The algebra H”,, or equivalently the algebra of analytic Toeplitz opera- 
tors, induces an algebra of bounded operators in {MH: 1’ . Thus for scalar 
$ E H”, the maps Te,M : H(M) + H(M) are defined by 
T*, Mf = PH(M&f for f~ H(M). (4 
Clearly, if r,!t E H”,, we have llT,,,ll < I[I&. 
This definition makes H(M) a module over the algebra H”,. A map 
Z : H(M) -+ H(M) is an H”,-homomorphism if, for each scalar Ic, E H”,, 
ZTJI,M = T$,@Z. 
The following is a continuous-time version of the commutant lifting 
theorem due to Sarason (1967) and Sz.-Nagy and Foias (1970). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let M, a be two square inner functions. Then a bounded 
operator Z:{MHT)‘+ (ii?HTj’ is a: H”,-homomorphism if and only if 
there exist H”,-matrix functions N and N for which the intertwining relation 
NM = ll?N (5) 
holds and Z is given by 
Zf = P,,-,:,Jf, f E {MH:}~ . (6) 
Moreover there exists an Nfor which jlZll = jINllm. 
We define, given M E H”,, the matrix function h;i by 
d(s) = M(s)*. 
We define next an operator on L’(iR) by 
Uf Hit) =f( -itI (7) 
and, given a square inner function M E H”,, the map rM : L’(iR) + LViR) 
bY 
7Mf = ‘(If)’ (8) 
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It is easy to check that both J and TV are unitary maps and J * = ] = J-‘. 
For TV we have 
T~{MH:}’ = {A?H;}’ . 
In particular the restricted map 7M : { MH p } ’ -+ { GH f} ’ is unitary. 
The next theorem sums up duality properties of intertwining operators. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let M, a be two square inner functions. Let 
Z:{MHf}’ + {@Ht}l be defined by 
Then: 
1. The adjoint map Z* : (ii?Ht)l+ {MHfli is given by 
z*g = P+N*g, g E (!MH;}' . 
2. Let z’: {GH:}- + {&iH:}’ be defined by 
(10) 
(11) 
Then the operators Z* and z’ are unitarily equivalent. Specijkally, we have 
ZT,- = rMz*, (12) 
i.e., the following diagram is commutative: 
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proof. 1: We compute, with fE {MH~}’ and g E {UHz}‘, 
(Zf, g> = (PI,-,:,1 RL g) = (FL p,,H:,4) 
= (@f> g) = (f, f*g) = (P+f, fl*g) 
= (f, P+N*g) = (f> Z”g). 
Thus (10) follows. 
2: Let fE {GH:)‘. We compute 
= iiP_J(G*f) = A?]( P+G*f) 
= TGz*f. 
This proves (12). n 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let M, % be two square inner-functions. Let the matrix 
functions N and g be in H”, and satisfy the intertwining relation 
NM = ll?N. (13) 
Then for the operator Z : { MH t } ’ + { ll?H e ) ’ defined by 
Zf = P{,-,:)~~f> f E {MH:}’ > (14) 
we have 
llZll = inf llE + M’Qljm = inf IIN + QMjlm. (15) 
QEH”+ QcHm+ 
Proof. This follows from the fact that 1) Z 11 = II Z* II and the representa- 
tion of Z* given in Theorem 2.4. w 
The following inversion theorem for intertwining maps, which relates 
invertibility to coprimeness conditions, has been proved in Fuhrmann (1968b). 
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This will be instrumental in the analysis of Hankel operators restricted to 
their cokemels. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Fuhrmann). Let M, &? be two square inner functions. 
Let Z:(MH:}‘+ {MH:}’ be defined by 
where 
GM = aN. (17) 
The following statements are equivalent: 
1. The operator Z defined in (16) is invertible. 
2. There exists a 6 > 0 such that 
inf {l/N(s)611 +Il~(s)Ell 2 6 forallswith Res > 0, 
115llG 1
(18) 
inf {\I N( s)*c)l + 1) M( s)*t)l > 6 
11~1191 
for aZ2 s with Re s > 0. 
-- 
3. There exist V, Um,V, U E H”, that solve the Bezout equations 
FM- !?N=Z, 
Mv - NU = I. 
(19) 
In this case we have 
Proof. We will not give a proof; one can be found in Fuhrmann 
(1968a, b, 1981). We remark only that by the Carleson corona theorem 
(Carleson, 19621, the strong coprimeness condition of (18) is equivalent to 
the solvability of the Bezout equation (19) over H”. n 
The intertwining relation (17) and the two Bezout equations in (19) can 
be written in matrix form as 
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where Q = EJ - W. It is clear that by redefining F , or alternatively 
(V - U), we can assume without loss of generality that 
0 
(20) 
This will be called a doubly coprime factorization and will be discussed in 
more detail in Section 3. 
Of course, given the intertwining map Z defined by (161, it may have 
many different representations. In fact 
THEOREM 2.6. Let us assu~ that (20) is a duubly coprime factorization 
associated with Z. Then any other doubly coprime factorkation is given by 
c-ii?Q -i? 
-i?+i?Q z i( 
N-“QM V-QU u ) = (: ;). (21) 
Proof. Given the doubly coprime factorization (201, we obviously have, 
for any Q E H”,, that 
(_; -i)(; :)( -6 :)(; :) =(: Y). 
Clearly 
P,,-,;,1 (N - q)f = 0 for all f E {MH:}~ . 
But also, for f E MH:, i.e. f = Mg, we have 
(fl- N,)ag = @IV - N,)g E %?H;. 
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Therefore (R - fl)f_~ @?_Hf for all f E H 
Q E H”, such that N - N, = aQ, - 
t. This implies the existence of a 
or N1 = N - &iQ. This clearly implies 
N, = N - QM. n 
2.4. Hankel Operators 
We proceed to define Hankel operators, and we do this directly in the 
frequency domain. Readers interested in the time domain definition and the 
details of the transformation into frequency domain are referred to Fuhrmann 
(1981), Glover (1984). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Given a function @ E Lm(iR), the Hankel operator 
H, : Ht+ HI is defined by 
H@f = p-(@f) for fe H:. (22) 
The adjoint operator ( H,)* : H 2 + H: is given by 
(%)*f = P+(@‘*f) for fEH!. (23) 
Here Q*(Z) = @,(-Z)*. 
We will use the notation l!?, : H! + Hf for the involuted Hankel 
operator defined by 
&f = P+(@‘*f) for fEH2. (24) 
Clearly we have, for @ E Lm(iR), 
(H,)* = fi,, (25) 
In the algebraic theory of Hankel operators and kernel and image of a 
Hankel operator are directly related to the coprime factorization of the 
symbol over the ring of polynomials. The details can be found for example in 
Fuhrmann (1983). In the same way the kernel and image of a large class of 
Hankel operators are related to a coprime factorization over H”. This theme, 
originating in the work of Douglas, Shapiro, and Shields (1971) and that of 
D. N. Clark (see Helton, 19741, is developed extensively in Fuhrmann (1981). 
We recover, mostly without proofs, the main results in this connection. 
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The vectorial Hardy spaces H: and H! carry H”,-module structures. 
For HT this is given, for any scalar function Cc, E H”,, by 
L$*f = *f> f EHL 
whereas for H? we have 
*.g = p_*g, g E HE. 
With respect to these module structures the Hankel operator is an H”,-mod- 
ule homomorphism, i.e., we have, for I+!I E H”, and f E H!, 
H,( @f > = P- ICI%f. 
In particular we have 
LEMMA 2.1. Let @ be a rational H”, matrix. Then the kernel and image 
of the Hankel operator H, are invariant subspaces of H t and of H 1 
respectively. 
We remark that for a bounded Hankel operator the kernel is always an 
invariant subspace. On the other hand, the image of a Hankel operator is in 
general only an invariant linear manifold. Conditions for the image of a 
Hankel operator to be a closed subspace are known; see Fuhrmann (1981) for 
details. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let @ be a rational H”, matrix. Then there exist square 
inner functions M and a such that 
Ker H, = MH:, 
Im H, = H!e M*H!. 
We wish to point out that such representations are valid for a larger class 
of functions, namely the strictly noncyclic ones; see Fuhrmann (1981) for 
details. 
The representation of the kernel and image of a Hankel operator relate to 
the DSS factorization. We refer to Douglas, Shapiro, and Shields (1971) and 
Fuhrmann (1975, 1981) for details. 
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THEOREM 2.8. Let @ E L” be a rational matrix function. Then 
Ker H, = MH:, 
Im H, = H!8 M*H! 
holds with M, &i square inner if and only if @ has the coprim factorizations 
For rational, and more generally for strictly noncyclic, functions in L”, we 
have a close connection between associated Hankel operators and intertwin- 
ing maps. 
TIIEOREM 2.9. Let H be a Harzkel operator with Ker H, = M@ and 
Im H, = H28 M*H2= {M*H!}l.ThenthemapZ:{MH~}l+ {MHfIL 
defined by 
is an intertwining map. 
Conversely, if Z : { MH:} 1 + { MH f} ’ is an intertwining map, then the 
operator H : H: * H! defined by 
H = M*ZPIMH:,, 
is a Hankel operator. Moreover we have 
lIZI = 11 H 11. 
This connection can be used to derive Nehari’s theorem from the 
commutant lifting theorem and vice versa. It allows us to identify various 
optimization problems, and this will be used repeatedly in Section 5. 
3. ANTISTABLE SYSTEMS 
In this section we apply the approach taken in Fuhrmann and Ober 
(1993a, 199313) to the case of antistable rational transfer functions. The basic 
difference is the replacement of the definite metric 
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used in the case of minimal systems to obtain the normalized coprime 
factorizations, by the degenerate metric 
Is = (; ;). 
This leads to a definition of J,-normalized coprime factorizations which turn 
out to coincide with the DSS factorizations, to a special stabilizing controller, 
and to an appropriate S-characteristic. The same techniques used in the 
previous papers are applied here to derive state space formulas for the 
various objects. In the case of the DSS factors, these formulas have been 
previously obtained by Doyle (1984). Th e role of the S-characteristic in all 
that follows is central, and it provides the core for duality theory. 
3.1. Coprime Factorizations 
Let 
IS = (t, ;). 
A right coprime factorization G = NM-’ of G E H? is called a Js-NRCF of 
G if 
(M* N*)(; i)(f) =M*M=Z. 
Similarly, a left coprime factorization G = M --‘fl of the transfer function G 
is called a Js-NLCF of G if 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let Let G = NM-’ be a J,-NRCF and G = a- ‘N a 
Js-NLCF of th e antistable function G, and let K = W-l be a RCF and 
K = v-l?? a LCF of the function K. If 
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holds, then the coprime factorizations are said to satisfy the J,-doubly 
coprim factorization of G and K. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G = NM-l be a I,-NRCF and G = M-‘flak-NLCF 
of the function G E H”, and let K = W-l be a RCF and K = v-‘U a LCF 
of the function K. These coprime factorizations satisfy the ]s-doubly copriww. 
factorization if and only if 
and 
MV-NU=l. 
3.2. The S-Controller and S-Characteristic 
Out of the infinite set of stabilizing controllers given by the Youla-Kucera 
parametrization, we single out one controller, which we call the S-controller, 
and it is characterized by the next lemma. The introduction of the S-con- 
troller is presented here in a rather formal way. For an intrinsic characteriza- 
tion as well as several extensions we refer to Fuhrmann and Ober (199313). 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G = NM-’ be a J,-NRCF and G = a-‘# a Js-NLCF 
of the function G E Hr. 
1. Consi&r the Bezout equation aV - NU = I. Then: 
(a> There exists a unique solution (Us, V,) E H”, to the Bezout equation 
such that 
R; := M*U, E H:. 
(b) Let (U, V> E H”, be an arbitrary solution to the Bezout equation. 
Then Rz is the strictly proper antistable part of M *U. 
(c) The Hankel operator 
H M*lJ 
is independent of the solution to the Bezout equation. 
2. Consider the Bezout equation TIM - UN = I. Then: 
- - 
(a) There exists a unique solution (Us, Vs> E H”, to the Bemut equation 
such that 
-- 
R; := U,M* E H”. 
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-- 
(b) Let (U, V > E H”, be an arbitrary solution to the Bezout equation. -- 
Then Rf is the strictly proper antistable part of M *U. 
(c) The Hankel operator 
H UM * 
is independent of the solution to the Bezout equation. 
3. We have the following equality: 
4. The following equality holds: 
CM* 0) = ( c,, -Q,,) + r:( -3 M). (26) 
5. The following equality holds: 
(&) = (2) -($G. (27) 
Proof. Parts 1, 2 follows immediately by using the parametrization to all 
solutions of the Bezout equation. 
3, 4: Let VP1 3 be a LCF of U,VF’ such that TM - @V = I. Then we 
have 
Premultiplying the first expression on the left by 
(M* 01, 
we obtain that 
(M* o)=(Z R:)( _; -!!)=(iY -g)+R;(-N 2). 
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Examining the second component of this identity, we obtain that 
Hence 
UM” = R;, 
- 
which implies that UM* E HY. But this shows that u = Fs and v = vs. 
Therefore UM* = f$ M *@ and thus Rz = Ef . 
5: Multiplying the above expression on the right by 
0 
i 1 -* ’ M 
we obtain that 
(;*)=(“;’ )(-1”1)=(;)-(“;)E:. 
We will refer to the strictly proper antistable transfer function R, = R, 
as the S-characteristic of G. We will use the notation 
R, = xs(G). (28) 
The identities given in Equations (26) and (27) are of special significance. 
They have an interpretation in terms of range and kernel inclusion of certain 
Hankel operators. This will be of use in the derivation of state space formulas. 
In the next subsection we will proceed with a deeper study of the relation 
of an antistable function to its S-characteristic. 
3.3. The S-Characteristic; Singular Values 
We proceed to study, for G E H”, the relation of the Hankel singular 
values of the S-characteristic to those of HG. We will use the invertibility 
properties of intertwining maps and their relation to the corresponding 
Bezout equations given in Theorem 2.5 as well as the connection between 
intertwining maps and Hankel operators as given in Theorem 2.9. 
Thus we assume 
G = NM-’ = E-‘g 
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-- -- 
or, as M*M = MM* = 1, and M*M = MM* = I on the imaginary axis, 
-- 
G = NM* = M*N. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G E H?, and let R: = M *Us be the adjoint of its 
S-characteristic. Define the intertwining operator Z : { MH p } ’ + { &iH t } ’ 
bY 
Zf = P,,,:,, %f, f E IaH:}‘. (29) 
Then: 
1. The operator Z-’ : (MHf}’ + {MH:}’ is given by 
Z-‘g = -l’{,,:)l U,g = -MH2LI*U,g. (30) 
2. The operator Z-* :(MHf}I + {ii?Ht}’ is given by 
z-*f = -P+V,*f, f E {MH:)’ . (31) 
3. The inverse of H, : { MH:}’ + {M*H!}’ , with the orthogonal com- 
plements taken in Hf and H 2 respectively, is the map Hz ’ : 
{M*H2)‘--) {MHf}l given by 
- 
H,‘h = -Pt,,:jl Us Mh. (32) 
4. The adjoint of HG1l(MH:)l is the map H-*6 :{MHt)l+ IM*H!I1 
given by 
HG-ef = -G*P+U,*f. (33) 
5. The Hankel operator H,,, is (unitarily) equivalent to Z-l. 
6. The Hankel operator HM.UI has singular values that are the inverses 
of the singular values of H,. 
Proof. 1: Follows from the doubly coprime factorization 
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by an application of Theorem 2.5. The equality PfMH:,l U,g = MHMMusg 
follows from 
2: We compute, with f E (ii-?Ht)L and g E {MHtlL, 
(z-Y> g) = -(qMHy Usf, g) = - (MP-M*U,f, g> 
= -(Usf, MP_M*g) = -(Usf> g) 
= -(f, U$) = -(_L P+U,*,J 
i.e., (31) follows. 
3: Since Z = aHcIt~H:)l, we have 
or 
H,‘h = -P (MH:)' 'Sah, h E {if*H:}’ . 
4: We compute 
= -(MP_M*U,ah,f) = -(MP_M*MU,h,f) 
= -(h, i?;P_M*f) = -(h, @M*f) 
= -(hl*P+@h, i?;M*f) = -(h, i?*P+%@?*,M*f) 
= -(h, iii*P+ii’ii@*U,*f) = -(h, M*P+U,*f), 
i.e., (33) follows as claimed. 
5: Since for g E {a*H! } ’ we have Z- ‘g = - MH, eusi,g, the operator 
2-l differs from H M*u,lf~*H:ll by multiplication by the inner function M. 
This is a unitary map from {M *H 2 } ’ onto { MH f } L . 
6: Z and HG differ by a unitary factor; hence they have the same singular 
values. Inversion of an operator inverts singular values, so Z-l has inverse 
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singular values. However, 2-l and H,W., s differ by a unitary factor; hence 
the statement follows. n 
3.4. The DSS Factorization; State Space Formulas 
In the next few subsections, starting from an antistable transfer function 
G and a minimal realization of it, we derive state space representations for its 
DSS factors, the S-controller, and the S-characteristic. 
Let G E H”. We will study Js-normalized coprime factorizations of G 
over H”,. Thus we want factorizations of the form 
(35) 
-- 
with N, M, N, M E H”, and with M and %? inner functions, i.e. M *M = Z -- 
andMM* =Z. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G E H”, and let us assume 
G_= ; i it1 (36) 
is a minimal state space realization. Then: 
1. A state space realization of the normalized right coprime factors is 
given by 
(;) = [yq+)> (37) 
where X is the unique positive definite solution of the Riccati equation 
A*X + XA = XBB*X. (38) 
2. A state space realization of the normalized lef coprime factors is given 
bY 
(39) 
where Z is the unique positive definite solution of the Riccati equation 
AZ + ZA* = ZC*CZ. (40) 
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3.5. The S-Controller 
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In this subsection we derive state space formulas for the normalized 
coprime factors of the S-controller. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G = E : 
(+I 
E H” be a minimal realization. 
1. Let ‘Is 
( i 1’7 
be the S-controller of G. Then it has the following state 
space realization: 
(;) = (“e). (41) 
2. Let (vs - Es> be the S-controller. Then it has the following state space 
realization: 
( v, 
-us) = (w). (42) 
Proof. 1: From the equation 
(;)=(f)@-(;*) 
it follows that 
(43) 
(44 
Here the involuted Hankel operators are defined by Equation (24). This 
has a realization of the form 
(;)=[yGy, 
and it remains to determine L. For this we use the Bezout equation 
(45) 
lGvs - KTJ, = I. (46) 
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We compute 
I = {I - C(sZ -A + ZC*C)-‘ZC*]{Z + C(sZ -A + BB*X)-‘L} 
- C(sZ - A + ZC*C)-‘B{ -B*X(sZ - A + BB*X)-‘L}, 
which implies 
0 = -C(sZ - A + ZC*C)-lZC* 
+ C(sZ -A + ZC*C)-k?*X(sZ -A + BB*X)-‘L 
XC(sZ -A + BB*X)-IL 
- C(sZ -A + ZC*C)-lZC*C(sZ - A + BB*X)-‘L. 
so 
C(sZ -A + ZC*C)-‘ZC* 
= C(sZ - A + BB*X)-‘L 
+ C(sZ -A + ZC*C)-‘BB*X(sZ - A + BB*X)-‘L 
- C(sZ -A + ZC*C)-‘ZC*C(sZ - A + BB*X)-‘L 
= C{Z + (sZ - A + ZC*C)-l( BB*X - ZC*C)} 
x(sZ -A + BB*X)-IL 
= C( sZ - A + ZC*C) -’ 
x{sZ -A + ZC*C + BB*X - ZC*C}(sZ -A + BB*X)-IL 
= C(sZ - A + ZC*C)-‘L. 
Using the observability of the pair ( A, C>, we get 
L = zc* (47) 
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Thus (41) follows. 
2: From 
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CM* 0) = (v, -us) + zq -jq a) (48) 
we get the Hankel operator kernel inclusion 
which leads to a realization of the form 
We use now the Bezout equation 
V,M-i&N=Z 
to get 
Z = {Z + L(sZ - A + ZC*C) -‘B}{Z - B*X(sZ -A + BB*X)-'B} 
+L(sZ -A +ZC*L~~~ZC*C(SZ-A + BB*X)-'B. 
Hence 
B*X(sZ-A +BB*X)-b 
= L(sZ - A + ZC*C)-'B 
-L(sZ -A +ZC*C)plZ?B*X(sZ-A +BB*X)-ll? 
+L(sZ-A+ZC*C)-lZC*C(sZ-A+BB*X)-'B 
=L(sZ-A +ZC*C)-1 
x{Z -BB*X(sZ -A + BB*X)-'+ZC*C(sZ -A +BB*X)-'}B 
= L(sZ -A + BB*X)-b, 
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so, necessarily, 
and (42) follows. 
L = B*X, 
W 
3.6. State Space Formulas for the S-Characteristic 
In this subsection we derive state space formulas for the S-characteristic. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let G E Hz have a minimal realization 
Let its S-characteristic be given by 
-- 
R; = M*U, = U,M*. (49) 
Let X and Z be the positive &finite solutions of the Riccati equations 
A*X + XA = XBB*X (50) 
and 
AZ + ZA* = ZC*CZ (51) 
respectively. Then: 
1. R; has the following state space realizations: 
R; = ( -A*;exBB* / -y*)_ 
2. Rz has the following state space realizations: 
R; = (w). 
Proof. 1: Since Rz = M *Us, we use the realizations 
(52) 
(53) 
M*= ( -A*;‘XBB* j :“i 
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to get, using the Riccati equation (50), 
R; = M*U, = -[I + B*(sZ + A* - XBB*)-‘XR] 
XB*X(sZ - A + BB*X)-‘ZC* 
=- [B* + B*( SZ + A* - XBB*) -’ XBB*] 
xX(sZ -A + BB*X)-‘ZC* 
= -B*(sZ + A* - XBB*)-1 
X(sZ + A* - XBB* + XBB*)X(sZ -A + BB*X)-’ 
= -B*(sZ + A* - XBB*)-‘(sX + A*X)(sZ -A + BB*X)-lZC* 
= -B*(sZ + A* - XBB*)-1 
X(sX - XA + XBB*X)(sZ -A + BB*X)-‘ZC* 
= -B*(sZ + A* - XBB*)plX(sZ - A + BB*X) 
x(s -A + BB*X)-'ZC* 
= -B*(sZ + A* - XBB*)-‘XZC*, 
i.e., (52) follows. 
2. The proof is similar and is omitted. a 
3.7. The Bucy Relations 
The two realizations of R, given by Equations (52) and (53) are both 
minimal and hence are, by the state space isomorphism theorem, similar. III 
particular the generators are similar. The similarity is given by a map derived 
from the solutions of the two Riccati equations (50) and (51). This leads to 
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two useful identities. We will refer to these two identities as the Bucy 
relations. 
LEMMA 3.5. With X and Z the positive definite solutions of the Riccati 
equations 
A*X + XA = XBB*X (54 
and 
AZ + ZA” = ZC*CZ (55) 
respectively, we have 
ZX( A - BB*X) = (A - ZC*C)ZX (56) 
and 
( A* - XBB*)XZ = XZ( A* - C*CZ). (57) 
Proof. We multiply the Riccati equation A*X + XA = XBB *X on the 
right by Z and the equation AZ + ZA* = ZC*CZ on the left by X. On 
subtracting the two, we get 
A*XZ - XBB*XZ = XZA* - XZC*CZ, 
or 
( A* - XBB*) XZ = XZ( A* - C*CZ). 
The other relation follows by taking adjoints. n 
3.8. The Liapunov Equations 
Clearly R, = xs(G), the S-characteristic of G, is a strictly proper stable 
transfer function for which we have minimal realizations given by dualizing 
those of (52) and (53). There are two Liapunov equations associated with 
these realizations. It is of interest to compute the solutions to these equations, 
and it turns out that they have simple representations in terms of 
the solutions to the Riccati equations (50) and (51). This is the content of the 
next lemma. The importance of these solutions is their applicability in the 
inversion of the map xs. This is discussed in detail in Ober and Fuhrmann 
(1993). 
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LEMMA 3.6. 
1. For the realization of R, given by 
R, = (w), (58) 
the pair of Liapunov equations 
(A - BB*X)P + P( A - BB*X)* = -RR*, 
(59) 
Q( A - BB*X) + (A - BB*X)*Q = -XZC*CZX 
have unique solutions, given by 
P = x-l, 
Q = XZX, 
(60) 
2. For the realization of R, given by 
R, = (w), (61) 
the pair of Liapunov equations 
(A - ZC*C)P + P( A - ZC*C)* = -ZXBB*XZ, 
(62) 
(A - ZC*C)*Q + Q( A - ZC*C) = -C*C 
have unique solutions, given by 
P = z-‘, 
Q = ZXZ. 
(63) 
Proof 1: Starting with the Riccati equation 
we get 
A*X + XA = XBB*X, 
A*X + XA - 2XBR*X = -XRR*X, 
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or 
(A* - XBS*)X + X( A - BB*X) = -XBB*X, 
and hence 
X-‘( A* - XBB*) + ( A - BB*X)X-l = -BB*, 
i.e., P = XP1 is a solution of (59). 
From the Riccati equation 
AZ + ZA* = ZC*CZ 
we get 
-ZC*CZ = AZ + ZA* - 2ZC*CZ 
= Z( A* - C*CZ) + (Z - ZC*C)Z. 
Multiplying both sides by X, we have 
XZ( A* - C*CZ)X + X( A - ZC*C)ZX = -XZc*cZX. 
Using now the Bucy relation (57), we get 
XZX( A - BB*X) + (A - BB*X)*XZX = -XZC*CZX 
i.e., Q = XZX solves (59). 
2: From the Riccati equation AZ + ZA* = ZC*CZ we get 
-ZC*CZ = AZ + ZA* - 2ZC*CZ 
= Z( A* - C*CZ) + (A - ZC*C)Z 
and hence 
Z( A* - C*CZ) + (A - ZC*C)Z = -ZC*CZ. 
Multiplying this by Z-l on both sides, we get 
(A* - C*CZ)Z-1 + Z-I( A - ZC*C) = -C*C, 
i.e., P = Z-’ solves (62). 
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Finally, from A*X + XA = XBB*X we get, using the Bucy relation (571, 
-ZXBB*XZ = ZA*XZ + ZXAZ - 2ZXBB*XZ 
= Z( A* - XBB*)XZ + ZX( A - BB*X)Z 
= ZXZ( A* - C*CZ) + (A - ZC*C)ZXZ, 
i.e., (62) is solved with Q = ZXZ. 
3.9. Duality 
We discuss now a very simple duality relation. This is summed up by the 
commutativity of two maps, specifically the adjoint map and the S-character- 
istic. This has far-reaching implications for a general duality theory which will 
be discussed in the last section. 
The S-characteristic is a map from HT to H”,. The other natural map 
from H” to H”, is the adjoint map, i.e. the map from G to G*. Naturally we 
would like to work out the relation between the two maps. this is given by the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let xs : H” + H”, be the S-characteristic. Denoting by 
*: Hz+ HT the adjoint map, i.e. the map G ++ G*. Then the following 
diagram is commutative: 
Proof. Starting from G E HY, with 
G_= 
its S-characteristic is given by 
R, = (=&+ 
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with X, Z the positive definite solutions of the Riccati equations (54) and (55) 
respectively. Clearly 
So we have to show that xS(R$) = G = 
R; = ($++ = (v_)_ 
To compute the S-characteristic we have to find the positive definite solu- 
tions of the Riccati equations 
These can be rewritten as 
(A - BB*X)F+%‘( A - BB*X)* = -PXZC*CZX2, 
Z( A - BB*X) + (A - BB*X)Z = -_?-BB*Z. 
Comparing these equations with the pair of Liapunov equations (59), we 
obtain immediately that 
z’ = XZX, 
x-1 =X-l, 
or 
%2”= x-lz-‘x-1, 
z = x. 
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Hence, using (58), the state space transformation (X2)-i, and the Bucy 
relations (56) and (57), we compute 
Xs(fG) = &((W)) = (fcgg?q$) 
=i 
-A* + XBB* - XZC*CZXTIZ-'X-' xzc * 
_ B*J(-J-lz-lx-l 0 
=( -A* + XBB* - XZC*CX-' xzc * - B*z-‘x-’ 0 = Z-lX-'( -A* + XBB*)XZ - C*CZ C* 
- B* 0 
= (w) = G*. 
4. MINIMAL SYSTEMS 
In this section we recall briefly the basic facts on the L-characteristic. For 
a more detailed analysis see Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a). 
4.1. Normalized Coprime Factorizations 
Let 
A right coprime factorization G = NM-l of G is called a ],-NRCF of G if 
(MY N*)(; i)(E) =N*N+M*M=l. 
Similarly, a left coprime factorization G = @ ‘3 of the transfer function G 
is called a J,-NLCF of G if 
-- 
NC* + MM* = 1. 
We have the following useful lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let G = NM-l be a I,-NRCF and G = G- ‘N a J,-NLCF 
of the transfer function G. Then: 
1. 
(‘1”,; ;)(; s*) =(:, ;). 
2. 
(;t’ $*)( :; !J =(; ‘:). 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let G = NM-l be a J,-NRCF and G = M-la a 
J,-NLCF of the transfer function G, and let K = UT’ be a RCF and 
K = v-l!? a LCF of the transfer function K. If 
holds, then the coprime factorizations are said to satisfy the J,-doubly 
coprime factorization of G and K. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let G = NM-’ be a ],-NRCF and G = gP ‘N a J,-NLCF 
-- 
of the transfer-function G, and let K = W-’ be a RCF and K = V ‘U a LCF 
of the function K. These coprirne factorizations satisfy the J,-doubly coprime 
factorization if and only if 
and 
Il?v-NU=I. 
4.2. The L-Controller and L-Characteristic 
LEMMA 4.3. Let G = NM-l be a],-NRCF and G = M-‘NaJ,-NLCF 
of the transfer function G. 
1. Consider the Bezout equation ii?V - NU = I. Then: 
(a) There exists a unique solution (U,, V,> E H”, to the Bexout equation 
such that 
R; := N*V, + M*U, E H” 
and is strictly proper. 
(b) Let (U, V) E H”, be an arbitrary solution to the Bezout equation. 
Then RF is the strictly proper antistable part of N *V, + M *U,. 
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(c) The Hankel operator 
H N*VL+M*UI 
is independent of the solution to the Bezout equation. 
2. Consider the Bezout equation FM - EN = I. Then 
(a) There exists a unique solution (v,, v,> E H”, to the Bezout equation 
such that 
-- -- 
@ := V,N* + U,M* E H” 
and is strictly proper. -- 
(b) Let (U, V) E H”, be an arbitrary solution to the Bezout equation. -- -- 
Then R*, is the strictly proper antistable part of VN * + UM *. 
(c) The Hankel operator 
is independent of the solution to the Bezout equation. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let G = NM-’ be a J,-NRCF and G = @-‘N a 
J,-NLCF of th e rans er un t f _f _ct ion G, and let K, = U,Vlp’ be a RCF of the 
function K, and K, = VF’ U, a LCF of the function K, such that 
m, - NU, = I 
and 
Then the following are equivalent: 
1. 
K, = K,. 
2. 
-_ -- 
N*V1 + M*U, = V,N* + U,M*. 
3. 
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Proof. Using Lemma 4.1, we have the identity 
(; --!--!*)( Y_ ;*) = (:, f). 
The proposition follows from the following equality: 
-- -- 
I V,N*+U,M* 1 N*V1+M*Ul 
0 -1 0 -I 
_ 11 
-- -- 
(N*V1 + M*U,) - (&N* + U,M*) n 
\O I 
COROLLARY 4.1. We have 
R; = ii*,, 
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Proof. From the proof of the proposition we have that 
I v,u, - v,v, 
-- -- 
0 I 
which implies that 
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Since the right-hand side is in H” and is strictly proper and the left hand 
side is in H”,, we have that both sides are zero, which implies the result. n 
LEMMA 4.4. Let 
R;=(M* N*) 
and 
R*, = -v, ( GL) --jy* . i I 
Then 
( v, 
-FL) = -R*L( -jg jq + (M* Iv*) (64 
and 
(;)=(f)R;+($*). (65) 
Proof. The proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.2 and is omitted. 
n 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let G = NM-’ = MplN be a NCF of G. Let U,V;’ 
= V,-’ U, be the L-controller. Let 
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be the DSS factorization of RE with S, and S, innerfunctions. Then we have 
the following: 
1. 
and 
2. 
(;j = (g*)s,trr_ 
Ckl &) = Sl(M* N*) E H”,. 
(67) 
(68) 
(69) 
3. 
4. 
(6 Kz) ;’ =o. 
i I 2 
Proof. 1: That S, and S, are the minimal inner functions of 
and (M* N*), 
respectively, has been proved in Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a). 
2: Follows from (65). 
3: Follows from (64). 
4: Follows from the identity %V = flM. 
5. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 
(71) 
In this section we will study a series of optimization problems and the 
connections between them. This will, among other things, lead to a theory of 
duality extending the one introduced in Fuhrmann (1991). 
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All optimization problems themselves admit dual interpretations. The first 
one focuses on minimum norm Nehari complements, whereas the other is 
that of minimum norm liftings of intertwining maps of model operators. 
These dual interpretations are not surprising, inasmuch as in our context it 
has long been known that these two problems are essentially equivalent. 
The set of optimization problems we consider is a complex one. The 
complexity arises out of the sheer number of problems involved, but also 
because the relations between the underlying maps are not all that obvious. 
We found it useful to have the optimization problems split into two 
groups. In each group the structure, given a transfer function G, is expressed 
via a commutative diagram of intertwining maps inspired by a similar diagram 
obtained in Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a). The two diagrams can be seen to 
be dual to each other via inversion of all the intertwining operators. This is 
the technical connection and is along the lines of Fuhrmann (1991). This is 
not satisfying from the conceptual point of view, and we would like to see the 
dual diagram derived in the same way as the original one. In fact this can be 
done, and the dual diagram relates to -G*. Here G*(s) = G(-?)*. This is 
the central duality result summarized in Theorem 6.5. In turn this duality 
leads to a duality between optimally robust control and model reduction. 
Moreover it clarifies the connection between optimally robust control with 
regard to NCF uncertainty and optimally robust control with regard to 
additive uncertainty. 
There are more connections to be explained in a conceptual way. In 
particular it is clear from the analysis of any of the diagrams that finding 
minimum norm solution to Bezout equations is related to minimum norm 
Nehari extension. How do we connect the seemingly different problems? We 
believe that geometry is to provide a unifying perspective in which to view 
both problems. 
5.1. Model Operators 
We proceed to explore the connections between various Hankel operators 
and intertwining maps for model operators. We will utilize the invertibility 
theory for such intertwining maps developed in Fuhrmann (1968a, 1968b, 
1969, 1981). 
Our starting point is an arbitrary rational function G. Having associated 
with G normalized coprime factorizations G = NM- ’ = @lN, we con- 
struct the LQG controller U,, V, in the usual way. As in Theorem 4.3 we set 
RT = M*U, + N *V,. Using th e notation of Fuhrmann and Ober (1993b), 
we have the coprime DSS factorizations 
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with S,, S, square inner functions. These coprime factorizations lead to the 
intertwining relation 
@,S, = S,@K. (72) 
Thus the map from {S, H f ) L to {S, H f ) L defined by 
f ++ P{S&)L @‘J (73) 
has norm given by 
Next we consider the Js doubly coprime factorization of R*,: 
(74) 
Here 2 
( 1 
is chosen so that Rg = Si Us = csS: E H”. In particular we have 
the Bezout equation 
s,v, - cI$u, = 1. (75) 
The general H”, solution to this Bezout equation is 
(i)= (2) + (Z)Q 
with Q E H”,. 
From the doubly coprime factorization (74) we get also 
In particular we get the intertwining relation 
tJ,s, = s,v, 
(76) 
(77) 
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as well as the Bezout equation 
s,v, - u,q = I, (78) 
which together show that the intertwining map defined in (73) is invertible 
and its inverse is given by the map from {S, H:) ’ to {S, Ht } ’ defined by 
g ++ -p{SKH:)L Qg* (79) 
Alternatively we can write 
Clearly a composition of homomorphisms is a homomorphism. Thus the 
composition of two intertwining maps is an intertwining map. Moreover, if we 
have two invertible intertwining maps, then their composition is also invert- 
ible. Now invertibility conditions for intertwining maps are described by 
means of a pair of Bezout equations. The next lemma derives the Bezout 
equations in terms of the Bezout equations of the composing maps. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let M,, M,, M, be innerfunctions. Let 3:{M1H~)~ + 
{M,Hf)~ be given by 
with the intertwining relation 
AM, = M,B 
and the Bezout equations 
AX + M,Y = I, 
PM, + QB = I. 
Similarly, let _5?:{MzHf}’ + {M,Hf)’ be given by 
-?. = '{M3Ht)' ‘f 
with the intertwining relation 
CM, = M,D 
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and the Bezout equations 
CZ + M,W = 1, 
RM, + SD = I. 
Then the composed map OEz:{M,H~}L - {M,Hf)’ is given by 
2% = &&I (CA)f 
with the intertwining relation 
(CA)M, = M,(DR), 
and the Bezout equations 
(CA)(XZ) + M,(W + DYZ) = I, 
(P + QRA)M, + (QS)(DB) = I. 
are satisfied. 
Proof. From the intertwining relations 
AM, = M,B, 
CM, = M,D 
and the Bezout equations 
we get 
AX + M,Y = I, 
CZ + M,W = I 
(CA)M, = M,(DB), 
which is the intertwining relation for the composed map. From this it also 
follows that 
C=CAX+CM,Y 
= (CA)X + M3( DY), 
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which implies 
CZ + M,W = (CA)( XZ) + M3( W + DYZ) = I. 
Similarly, using the Bezout equations 
PM, + QB = I, 
RM,+SD=Z, 
we get 
B = RM,B + SDB 
= (RA)M, + S(DB), 
which implies 
Hence 
PM, + QB = PM, + QRAM, + QSDB 
= (P + QRA)M, + (QS)(DB). 
(P + QRA)M, + (QS)(DB) = I. 
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5.2. Intertwining maps 
A crucial part in Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a) was played by one 
commutative diagram that related the singular values and vectors of all 
operators involved. To begin with we consider the Hankel operators and 
HcM* N*j and H _N* . 
( 1 XT* 
Their kernels and images are obviously invariant subspaces and have there- 
fore Beurling type representations. These were computed in Fuhrmann and 
Ober (1993a), and we quote the result. If we put 
( ,i 
I 
Ker HcM* N*j = s1, H: and Im H _U* = KerH* _V* = fi;H!, 
a* ( 1 IF* 
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then the inner functions flK and a,, which are unique up to a right unitary 
factor, can be taken to have the representations 
and fi, = 
Here, S, and S, are the inner functions appearing in the DSS factorizations 
of R;, 
P1 q = S,( A4* N*) E H”, (81) 
and 
(;j = (g*)s,EH;. 
We quote the following results from Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a). 
THEOREM 5.1. 
1. The mup Z, : {S, Ht)’ + {Cl, H:}’ defined by 
is invertible, and its inverse is given by Y, : {Cl, H T} ’ + {S, H t} L , 
Y, a ( 1 =P & (S,Hf)l ( -H iE)( p). 
(82) 
(83) 
(84) 
2. The adjoints Zi : {fl,Hf}‘- + (S,Ht}’ and Y$ : (S,Hf}’ -+ 
{f&H:}’ are given by 
and 
YK*f = P&H:,LP+ 
-p* ( i M* f* (85) 
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3. The up Z, :{STH!)‘4 {ClTHf}’ definedby 
(86) 
is invertible, and its inverse is given by I’, : (in; If! I i -+ {$HT I ’ , 
4. The adjoints Z: 
(fl;H!)’ are given by 
= (87) 
: {fi;HT)L -+ {$H~)’ and 3’;” : {s;HII’ + 
= qs;If!)~ (88) 
and 
(89) 
5. Let themup T:{flKHf}l-+ {ClTHf)’ bedefinedby 
Tf=P_ 
Then Figure 1 is a commutative diagram. 
We take this diagram as our starting point. We will refer to it as the key 
(envelope) diagram. 
Our first step is to replace the previous diagram by another one consisting 
of solely intertwining maps of model operators. This is done by enlarging the 
diagram as shown in Figure 2. 
FIG. 1. The key diagram. 
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FIG. 2. 
In the next theorem we compute the various operators and collect the 
relevant information about them. We let p1 2 *.- > /J,, be the singular 
values of H,:, and u1 > ... > a;, be the singular values of H _N* . 
( 1 F* 
THEOREM 5.2. with the previous notation we have: 
1. Figure 3 is a commutative diagram of intertwining maps. 
2. Let (- CTL CJ be defined by 
( -& I$) = ( iTS(VL - UL) v,( -mf)). (91) 
FIG. 3. 
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Then the doubly coprime factorizations associated with the intertwining maps 
are given by 
(a) 
(b) 
(92) 
Cd) 
/ 
ml1 
mzl 
0 
\a@ 
= 
I 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
0 0 1 0 I (95) 
0 0 0 1) 
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where 
ml1 = V, - @&( z - Lp,)N, ml2 = -v, + Q&( z - L&O,,) xl, 
93 = -qJ$(VL - VJ,), ml4 = mKf&(UL + V,K,), 
%I = -v,( z - U,a$)N, mz2 = v,( z - U,@,,)M, 
mm = - u,(v, - VA), mz4 = V,(V, + V,&,), 
or, equivalently, 
(e> 
-- -- 
VSK, VsK2 -%4Vl. WJd 
-ri, CL - -- USVL. -- 44. 
0 0 -N LG 
-K, -K, K, K2 ) 
I 
M 11 &US @.I UL‘US \ 
N 12 VL‘US @I VL‘US 
'MO - U, + MV,@, MV, 
\N 0 -v, + NV,<p, NV, 
(I 0 0 0’ 
=ozoo 
0 0 IO; (96) 
\o 0 0 I) 
-- 
‘vL - QKVsN 
-- 
-v, + QP,VsM 
-- -- 
-V,N VSM 
\ 
a@ -qM 
or, equivalently, 
/ vs K, VsK2 -Q& 
\ 
-K, -K, S, 
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3. The intertwining relations for the various operators are given by 
(a> 
qs, = s,(I+; ( 100) 
6) 
(101) 
(4 
or, equivalently, by 
(-if :)(Z ::) =( iy :)(: ::); ( 104) 
524 
(e) 
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or, equivalently, by 
(:)s,= (icy :)(::)* ( 107) 
4. The coprimeness conditions for the intertwining relations are given by 
means of the following Bezout equations: 
(a> 
6) 
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(d) 
525 
1 0 
=o 1 ( 1 
or, equivalently, by 
(111) 
(112) 
( 
-- 
o*s, + -v, - u,v, -11 -E&) _J2 = 1, 
i I 
( 1 ; (I Us)+( iy g)(; 1;) =(; ;). (114) 
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5. The norms, or the largest singular values, ofthe various operators are 
given by 
(a> 
II PIWW @&f3~ II = /.LI = pnm II@,, + S&&J + 
= m& lIR* + QL = min lWK + QS,Ib; (115) 
QEG 
(b) 
,,pi.,..iL (~),,KH~~. ,; 
= (1 + p;y = 
(1 - ;y 
= $$r) + K)Q1/m 
= Q%~pz) + (: ::i(::)l~. 
= Q%T ii(“* : “ilL 
(116) 
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(4 
(e> 
527 
= min II( Kl
Q,EH”+ 
Kz) + s,(Ql & 
N*) + (Ql Q& 
( 119) 
. (120) 
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6. The solutions to the following optimization problems may be expressed 
in terms of the solution to the first one: 
(a) Let Qopt be any H”, function satisfying 
= p2;m l/R* + Qllm = min_ llaK + QS,L. 
+ QEH+ 
(b) A minimum norm solution of the Bezout equation is %fV - &%I = I is 
given by 
(c) A minimum norm solution to the optimization problem 
Q. H I’( min M* ,ET N*) + (Q1 Q4, 
is given by 
(01 92) =s[& - 3~) - Q,t( -i P)] 3 
where Qopt is any optimal solution to the Nehari extension problem 
IIR* + Qllm = /.L~ =I&*li, 
and 
1 
s = -- = _(I - (q). 
1 + l-4 
(d) A minimum norm solution to the optimization problem 
(121) 
( 122) 
( 123) 
( 124) 
( 125) 
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is given by 
(;;) = -Cl - a[( ;) + (f)Q]> 
where Qopt is an optimal solution to the Nehari extension problem 
min IIR* + QIIw = /-Lo = IIHR*ll. 
QsH_, 
Proof l(a): Clearly 
l(b): This map need not be recomputed. 
l(c): Compute 
529 
( 126) 
( 127) 
530 
l(d): Compute 
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l(e): We compute 
vqM* iv*) g1 i 1 g2 = S,P(,, N*) g1 i i g2 
= S,P_STSl( M* 
l(f): We compute 
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2(a): This is just the doubly coprime factorization (74). 
2(b) follows from the following computations. Using 
we have 
2(c): We present only the slightly more delicate computations: 
vss, + (v, - VsK,)M - (u, + VsK,)N 
= vss, + (v,M - EJ!I) - V,( K,M + z&N) 
= v,s, + z - vss, = I, 
vsq + (v, - V,K,)U, - (u, + vsqv, 
= VsCD,, + (v,v, - Qv,) - Vs( K,U, + K,V,) 
= Vs$ - VsS,R*, = 0, 
vs(a,us + (V, - VsKJMVs - (UL + VsK,)NVs 
= Vs@,Vs + &A4 - U$)Vs - V,(K,M + K,N)Vs 
= vs@17Js + v, - vss,vs 
= Vs((a,Us - s,v, + Z) = 0, 
531 
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as S,V, - QIUs = Z and 
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-aI + K,U, + K,V, = -QI + S,( M*U, + N*V,) 
= -a+ + S,s;@I = 0. 
2(d): From the intertwining relations 
we obtain the intetining relation 
From the Bezout equations 
-aq -jy a) yq 
i i 
+ s,v, = I, 
L s 
we obtain the Bezout equation 
U, - MV,@, Ws(Z- WA) 
V, -NV,@, Nqz-@',U,) 
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From the Bezout equations 
we obtain the following Bezout equation: 
This leads to the doubly coprime factorization (95). 
2(e): The inverse of the map Z, is given (see Fuhrmann and Ober, 
1993a), by 
yK = -PIs,fw( -G M)l{nKH”)I. + 
The doubly coprime factorization associated with this map is easily derived 
from doubly coprime factorization (93) and is given by 
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Since we have 
-~{s$z:J~ (K1 Kz )IWW 
= G,W %WW [ -Q,H:)l( -N M)l{fi,@)J > 
we can use Lemma 5.1 to derive the doubly coprime factorization. From the 
intertwining relations 
(-a M)( ff ;:) = S,(O Z), 
we obtain the intertwining relation 
@‘I( -iif ii) ; ( I ;’ 2 = s,(o q. 
From the two Bezout equations 
t-g w(;) f SK.0 = I,- qu, + s,v, = I 
we get the Bezout equation 
-@I( -P M) 7 i i us + s,v, = I. L 
Similarly, from the Bezout equations 
(7 -(y(; ;:)+(“;)(o I,=(: y), 
v,s, - v,Q = I 
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we get the Bezout equation 
[(: -:) + (“;)w m)](E ;:) 
- 
i 1 @‘K 0 I ( s 0 @K) = 1, 
or, equivalently, -- v, - QKVSN 
-- 
-V,N 
This leads to the doubly coprime factorization (97). 
To prove the doubly coprime factorization (98) we have recourse 
direct computation. We saw already (in any case this is immediate) that 
535 
to a 
6 Kz> ; ;: = S,(Z 0). ( i 
Also 
S,V, = -S,( M* N*) Us + S,Vs 
= -S,R*,U, + S,Vs = -S,S;@rUs + S,Vs 
= s,vs - $Us = 1. 
Here we have used the doubly coprime factorization (74). Next compute 
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Now 
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By Equation (71) we have 
Also 
Finally, 
v,( K, K2) ;: = 0. 
i 1 
u, = v, v, I ( -q - v,( -&i E)] (;) - u,. 
= [i7,(v, -K) - Vs( -N ii)](;;) 
= [US(VL -Q) -q -jq w)]( z**)S, 
It remains to compute 
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We have 
= -i& R*,S, + v,S, = i%, - &@, = I, ( 129) 
= -S, R;US + S,V, = S,V, - $L’, = I 
by the use of the doubly coprime factorization (74), and 
= Vsus - vsvs = 0. ( 131) 
2(f): We will use Lemma 5.1. From the pair of intertwining relations 
@p,S, = S,Q’,, 
( 132) 
From these we get the intertwining relation 
(_q& = (;; E)( T+k. 
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Next we write the Bezout equations describing the left coprimeness condi- 
tions of the intertwining maps in (132). These are 
This implies the Bezout equation 
i 
-F ii 
+ K, K2 
U, - MV,@,, MVS@I(I - @IUS) 
Vl. - NV,@1 Nv,@I(Z - @Iu,) 
In the same way the right coprimeness conditions are 
vs, - u,@,, =I, 
vss, + ((v, - w,) -(f& + V&))( ;) = I.
From this the following Bezout equation follows: 
(V, - t$Vs~,)S, - q (V, - VJ,) -(f$ + V&))( f)QK = 1. 
This proves the doubly coprime factorization (99). 
3: The intertwining relations have been proved in the computation of the 
doubly coprime factorizations in part 2. To see the equivalence of the two 
intertwining relation in part (f) it suffices to show that 
i:) - (A) = (k) 
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is left divisible by the inner function 
This is clear, as 
4: The Bezout equations have been derived in the computation of the 
doubly coprime factorizations in part 2. 
5: We will use Theorem 2.9 repeatedly in the proof. 
5(a): This follows by applying Theorem 2.9 to the intertwining map. 
5(b): The expression for the singular values of the map 2, in terms of the 
singular values of Ha* has been proved in Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a, 
Propositions 6.1, 6.2). Thus we have 
That 
in Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a, Theorem 6.3). Moreover, since 
is an inner function, we have 
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But we also have 
5(c): We have 
But, using the fact that is inner, we compute 
and 
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5(d): 
= min 
Q,,EHm+ 
Ii( s*)( -3 M) + ( ;I1 ;y . 
21 22 33 
The other identity leads to the same result: 
541 
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5(e): We have 
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II %VfY 6 
= min I[( KI 
Q,EH: 
Kz) + S,(Ql 42)/l, 
z=z 
Q. H I’( min M* ,E T N*) + ( QI Q& = Il+,e N+ 
But also 
lh~:t’ lK1 K~)j,,K~:,~ 11 =Q$;_ I/( Kl Kz) + sI( 91 Q,>Ila 
= Q$i;: II Wl K2> + (01 4411, + 
= min M* 
Q H. I’( ,E “, 
N*) + (01 Q& 
= llq$f* N*,II. 
s(f): 
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But also 
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We wish to add that the statement in this part could be easily extended to 
cover similar results concerning all singular values. 
6(a): Nothing to be proved. 
6(b): It suffices to compute the norm 
6(c): We know that 
inf II( M* N*) + (91 Q& = III+,. w,ll = ~1 = I+ 
QzEH”+ (1 + /Lg’e . 
So all we have to do is to compute the norm. We use the fact that 
is an all pass function. So 
II (M* N*) +s[(q -12) - Q( -3 a)] lim 
= (M* Iv*) +s[(q -%) - Q( -N ii)],(“: $*)I1 
cc 
=ll(Z 0) +s(i -CR* + Q,)Ilm 
=II( (1 + s)Z -4R* + Q>)llcc 
= [(l + s)2 + ?p:yz. 
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Now, with s = -l/(1 + EL:) we have 1 + s = pT/(l + p;), and so 
i i 
2 
(1 + s12 + S2P2 = l+ + l+ 
l-4 l-4 
1 
P:. + I-4 4 = =- 
(1 + q2 1 + /_LUf . 
Hence 
II 
(M* TV*) +s[& -R) - o( -F @I] II_ = (1 +;:,‘,2. 
6(d): We know that 
Q$iy~~( z*) + (;$=-1* 
So we compute 
Ii( z*) -(I-+[(;) + (:‘iy]lim 
=!!($ z)(( z*) - (I-~:)[(;) + (;)Q]]ll., 
=/l(a) - (l-gf$i*) + (;)]ll.. 
Ill 
fffZ 
= 
(1 - cf)(R* + 0) m ill 
= (c: + (1 - U$L;)“2 = up + (1 - r$-& 
i I 
l/2 
1 
= (CT/ + (1 - CT$CTf)i’z = (Tl. n 
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Observing the structure of the solutions to the optimization problems in 
Theorem 5.2 5(b) and 5(f) clarifies to an extent the connection between 
Nehari complementation of the NCF and the representation of the optimally 
robust controller. The result is due to Glover and McFarlane (1989). 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let G = NM-l = %- ‘N be normalized coprime fac- 
torizations. Then an optimally robust stabilizing controller K = W-’ = 
V-‘U is given through any solution of the optimal Nehari complementation 
problem 
bY 
(133) 
( 134 
Proof. We saw in Theorem 5.2 6(d) that the optimal Nehari comple- 
ments of are parameterized by 
[ij = +--:J[(;) +(;)Qopt]> 
where Qc,rr is a solution to the optimal Nehari complementation problem in 
Theorem 5.2 6(a). But then K = (U, + MQ,,,XV, + NQ,,,)-‘. However, 
by Theorem 5.2 6(b), 
are the minimum norm solutions of the Bezout equation, and these are 
equivalent t o m f di ng optimally robust controllers. n 
We proceed next to invert all maps in the principal diagram. Now the 
inverse of an intertwining map is also an intertwining map. We will compute 
now all the transformations involved, the associated intertwining relations, the 
various Bezout equations, and finally the corresponding series of optimization 
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problems. Now of course we know what the optimal values are. This is a 
result of the fact that the singular values of the inverse of an operator are the 
reciprocals of the singular values of the inverted operator. 
THEOREM 5.3. With the previous notation we have: 
1. The inverses of the maps given in Theorem 5.2 are given as follows: 
(a) 
6) 
62) 
(4 
(e> 
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2. The doubly coprime factorizations associated with the intertwining 
mups are given by 
(a) 
( 142) 
6) 
U, MVs M 
I Ii 
-N 
Vl. ws N K, 
Qz qus s, v, - 1 
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Cd) 
u, 
VI> 
_ 
- 
\ 
-ML',@, MV,(I+$U,) 0 MaK' l-N a 0 0 ' 
-NV,q Nv,(I+@$J,) 0 N@, K, K, aIN -a+i? 
UL.Us@, -U,Us@,Us M 11 msl m32 m33 m34 
VLUS@, -VL.4@1% N 12 , \ m41 m42 m43 m44 1 
1 
I 0 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
= 
0 0 IO’ 
0 0 0 I I ( 145) 
where 
m31 = -@,Qy(V, - V,K,), m32 = %S(V, + VS&), 
m 33 = V, - QKVs(I - U,@,)N, m34 = -U, + BKFs(I - Us@I)M, 
m41 = -v,(vL - V,K,), m42 = V,(V, + Vs&), 
m 43 = -V,(I - U,@JN, m44 = V,(I - Us@I)M 
(e> 
i 
v, z 0 
uL,fJs M 11 
VL‘US N 12 
or, equivalently, by 
i s, 
I, 
-K, -K,\ 
z 0 0 
-%US VSKl VsK2 = 0 z 0 
,i i 
t 146) 
-i& - & GL 0 0 z 
-@& 
-- v, - @‘,V,N -- -v, + @',V,M 
- Es 
-- -- 
-V,N VSM I 
z 0 0 
= 0 z 0, 
i I ( 147) 0 0 z 
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( 148) 
3. The intertwining relations for the various operators are given by 
64 
u,s, = SJs, (149) 
(b) 
(-iv R)(; ;:) = S,(O I), ( 150) 
Cc) 
-p, qu,> iE 
i 1 1 
K” =S,(V,-V&, -iTL-vsK2), (151) 
2 
= M 11 ( )i -q&(VL - V,K,) qJqUL + V,K,) N 12 4qVL - V,K,) qv, + w2) I ’ ( 152) 
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4. The norras, cw- largest sing&r dues, of the operators in part 1 are 
given by 
(a) 
(b) 
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cc> 
II -qS,H:)pr q(qHz)I 11 = (1 + Py + 
= 
Q. H ‘I( 
min @‘I 
,E “, 
‘) + sI( 91 Q& 
( 157) 
(4 
1 + I.4 1 - = 
Pn %(l - d> 
(e> 
Proof. 1: The inversion formulas follow from Theorem 2.5 and the 
Bezout equations of Theorem 5.2 4. 
2: The doubly coprime factorizations follow from the doubly coprime 
factorizations in Theorem 5.2 2 by exchanging the multiplication order and 
appropriately permuting rows and columns. 
3: The intertwining relations follow from the doubly coprime factoriza- 
tions in part 2. 
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4: Inversion of operators leads to inversion of singular values. Thus the 
optimization problems follow from Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 2.9. n 
We note that the similarity of the two DSS factorizations 
a+$ = R*L and Sg Us = R4 
suggests that these formulas express the coupling of two different geometries. 
6. DUALITY 
The principal aim of this section is the application of all previous results 
to the understanding of duality theory, in particular the duality between the 
problems of model reduction and robust control. 
The first and rather trivial result concerning duality is the following 
theorem that shows how LQG singular values of G* relate to those of G. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let G be a (strictly) proper, rational function. Let 
/.Ll > **. > CL,, be its LQG singular values. Then pU,l 2 .*a > &I are the 
LQG singular values of - G*. 
Proof. Assume 
G= A ’ H-i c 0 
is a minimal realization of G, and let X and 2 be the positive definite 
solutions of the Riccati equations 
A*X + XA + C*C - XBB*X = 0 
and 
Then 
AZ + ZA* + BB* - ZC*CZ = 0. 
-G* = (w) 
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is a minimal realization of G*. The corresponding Riccati equations are 
( -A)X + x(-A*) + BB* - ifC*Cx = 0, 
j?Y( -A) + (-A*)Z + C*C - %B*Z = 0. 
These Riccati equations have positive definite solutions which are given by 
X = x-’ and z = z-1. 
This implies the result, as the LQG singular values are the square roots of 
the eigenvalues of the product of the controllability and observability grami- 
ans. n 
We begin by characterizing the connection between the L-characteristics 
of G and G*. Now we know that the LQG singular values of G are also the 
Hankel singular values of RF. Moreover, in the analysis of Liapunov balanc- 
ing we saw that for an antistable transfer function with Hankel singular values 
Pi a ... 2 /J,, the Hankel singular values corresponding to its S-character- 
istic have singular values PU,’ > a** > &‘. This indicates a possible connec- 
tion between the LQG characteristic of G* and theS-characteristic of the 
L-characteristic of G. This connection can indeed be established, and this is 
done in Theorem 6.5. The proof of this connection will be given by two 
different methods, one based on functional considerations, the other based 
on a state space approach. In order to prepare the ground for this, we will 
collect some preliminary results given by the following lemmas. 
6.1. Riccati and Lyapunov Equations 
We begin by deriving some state space formulas. The first lemma, due to 
Glover and McFarlane (1989) and McFarlane and Glover (1990) (see also 
Fuhrmann and Ober, 1993a, I993b), gi ves state space formulas for the 
L-characteristic of a transfer function G. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let G be a rational, strictly proper transfer function with 
minimal realization 
Let R, be the L-characteristic of G defined as in Section 4, i.e. R, = UCM 
+ V: N. Then R, has the state space realizations 
( 161) 
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( 162) 
Here X, Z are the unique positive definite solutions of CARE and FARE, 
A*X + XA + C*C - XBB*X = 0 ( 163) 
and 
AZ + ZA* + BB* - ZC*CZ = 0. ( 164) 
The next lemma, the analogue of Lemma 3.5, summarizes the Bucy 
relations. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let G be a strictly proper, rational transfer function with a 
minimal state space realization (A, B, C). Let X, Z be the be the positive 
definite solutions to the algebraic Riccati equations (163) and (164) respec- 
tively. Then 
(I + ZX)[ A - BB*X] = [A - ZC*C]( Z + ZX) ( 165) 
and 
[A* - XBB*]( Z + XZ) = (I + XZ)[ A* - C*CZ]. ( 166) 
We note that I + ZX provides the isomorphism between the two realiza- 
tions (161) and (162). 
We proceed to compute the controllability and observability gramians of 
the realizations obtained in Lemma 6.1. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let G be a rational, strictly proper transfer function with 
minimal realization 
Let R, be the L-characteristic of G, 
A*X + Xi4 + C*C - XBB*X = 0, 
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and 
AZ + ZA* + BB* - ZC*CZ = 0. 
Then: 
1. For the state space realization 
the Liapunou equations 
&Q + Q&* = -AW* 
Sf*p + P&f = -S?*$? 
are solvable with 
( 167) 
( 168) 
Q = (I + ZX-lZ = Z(Z + XZ)-’ ( 169) 
and 
P=x+xzx=x(z+zx) =(Z+XZ)X. ( 170) 
2. For the state space realization 
the Liapunov equations 
s’Q + Qs’* = -S&3*, 
d*P + P&f = -@‘*Sz 
are solvable with 
= Jv9 it-1 G? 0 ( 171) 
( 172) 
Q=Z+ZXZ=Z(Z+XZ) =(Z+ZX)Z ( 173) 
and 
p = z-‘( I+ x-‘z-l)-1 = (Z + x+-l. 
( 174) 
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Proof. 1: Let Q = (I + ZX)-iZ = Z(Z + XZ)-‘. Then we compute 
&Q + Q&* 
=(A-BB*X)(Z+ZX)-‘Z+Z(Z+XZ)-l(A* -XBB*) 
= (Z+ZX))‘(A -ZC*C)Z+Z(A* -C*CZ)(Z+XZ)-’ 
= (z+zx)-‘(-ZA* -BB*) + (ZA* -zc*cz)(z+XZ-’ 
= (I + ZX)‘( -(ZA* + BB”)(Z + XZ) 
+(I + ZX)(ZA* - zc*cz)}(z + XZ) 
= (I + ZX)‘{ -BB*(z + XZ) - ZXBB*XZ + ZXBB*}(z + XZ-’ 
= (I + zx>-‘{ -BB*( z + XZ) - ZXBB*( I + XZ)]( z + xz>-’ 
= -99*. 
Next, let P = X + XZX = X(Z + ZX) = (I + XZ>X. Then 
d*P+Pd=(A*-XBB*)X(Z+ZX)+(Z+XZ)X(A-BB*X) 
= (A*X - XBB*X)( I + ZX) + (I + XZ)( Xi4 - XBB*X) 
= -(XA + C*C)( Z + ZX) - (I + XZ)( A*X + C*C) 
= -C”C( z + ZX) - (I + xz>c*c - XA - XAZX 
- XZA*X - A*X 
= -C”C( I + ZX) - (I + xz>c*c + c*c - xzc*czx 
= -(I + xz)c*c( z + ZX) 
= -SF*%?. 
2: The proof is similar and is omitted. n 
6.2. Inversion of the L-Characteristic 
Equations (161) and (162) give a state space formulation of the map from 
an arbitrary transfer function G to its L-characteristic R,. In the following 
we construct a state space representation of the inverse map. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let 
be a minimal realization 
L-characteristic. Assume 
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of an arbitrary transfer function. Let R, be its 
Let P and Q be the positive definite solutions of the Liapunov equations 
&Q + Qs’* = -S’g*, 
&*P + P&f = -5?*g. ( 175) 
Then G has the following realization: 
Proof. By (161) we have 
(y*) = (?g%q-+). ( 176) 
Thus all we need is to reconstruct A, B, C from this equality. This would be 
trivial if we had access to X, 2, the positive definite solutions of the Riccati 
equations (163) and (164). 
To this end assume P and Q are the positive definite solutions of the 
Liapunov equations (175). By Lemma 6.3, we have 
and 
Q = (I + 2X)-lZ = Z( I + XZ)-’ 
P=X(Z+zx) =(Z+XZ)X. 
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From these equations we immediately get 
PQ = XZ, 
QP = ZX. 
Hence Z + ZX = Z + QP. Using now P = X(Z + UC> = X(Z + QP>-l, we 
get 
and 
X = P(Z + QP)-1 = (I + PQ)-‘P ( 177) 
Z=(Z+QP)Q=Q(Z+PQ). 
From (176) we immediately infer that 
A =&+ BB*X =a?+.S’.%‘*P(Z + QP)-l, 
B =S’, 
and 
( 178) 
(179) 
( 180) 
C = ‘&?(I + QP)-1 n (181) 
Using the same method, we can also reconstruct directly the normalized 
coprime factors of G from the state space realization of its L-characteristic 
R, and the solutions to the corresponding Liapunov equations. The proof of 
this is straightforward and therefore omitted. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let 
be a minimal realization of an arbitrary transfer function. Let R, be its 
L-characteristic. Assume 
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Let P and Q be the positive definite solutions of the Liapunov equations 
MQ + Q&* = -BY%*, 
&*P + PH = -SF’*%. ( 182) 
Then: 
1. The normalized right coprime factors of G are given by 
2. The normalized left coprime factors of G are given by 
(4 M) 
&‘+.S%‘*P(Z + QP)-1 - QE’*%‘(Z + QP)-1 99 QE’* 
= 
-E’(Z+QP)-’ 
3. The right coprime factors of the LQG controller are given by 
4. The left coprime factors of the LQG controller are given by 
( v, -FL) = 
&+SW*P(Z + QP)-l - QC*%?(Z + QP))’ 9’ 
S?*P(Z + QP)-1 
5. The LQG controller K, = U,Vi’ has a state space representation 
K,= [M). 
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6.3. The Dual Normalized Doubly Coprime Factorization 
Our next step is to compute a doubly coprime factorization of G* in 
terms of the appropriate doubly coprime factorizations of G and R,(G). 
THEOREM 6.4. Let G be a (strictly) proper, rational function. Let 
be a normalized doubly coprime factorization of G, corresponding to its LQG 
controller. and let 
be the doubly coprime factorization of RE. Let J1, Jz be defined by Equation 
(691, and let K,, K, be defined by Equation (70). Then: 
1. Normalized coprime factorizations of - G* are given by 
-G* = J&l = -K,‘K,. ( 185) 
Here the matrices J1, Jz, K, K, are defined by Equations (82) and (81). 
2. The following is a normalized doubly coprime factorization of -G* 
corresponding to its LQG controller: 
( 186) 
where 
(;] = (;)us-(f$5 ( 187) 
and 
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Proof. 1: We have 
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J&’ = (-#*‘SK)(~*SK)-l = _#*a* = -G* 
and 
-K,‘K, = -(SIM*)-'(SIN*) = -M-*N* = -G*. 
That these are normalized factorizations follows from the computations 
JT”Jl +/fJz = (-s;N)(-N*s,) + (s;q(M*S,) 
= sg (N*N* + im*)sK = s; s, = z 
and 
Zz,K:' = (s,M*)(M~;) + (s,N*)(Ns;) 
= S,(M*M + N*N)S; = SIS; = I. 
Coprimeness of the factorizations will follow once we exhibit H”, solutions to 
the appropriate Bezout equations. This is done in the next part. 
2: We rewrite the doubly coprime factorization (184) as 
So, using Equations (69) and (70) as well as Equations (187) and (188), we 
have 
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This shows that (186) is indeed a doubly coprime factorization of -G*. It 
remains to show that K = fiL<il = $~i$~ is the L-controller of -G*. To 
this end we compute 
and 
GL 
= t&S,* E H”. 
6.4. The L-Characteristic of G* 
_ 
The following theorem provides the core of the duality theory. 
THEOREM 6.5. Let G be a strictly proper, rational function with mini- 
mal realization 
GE A B i-l-i c 0’ 
Let G*(s) = G( -S>*. Let R, be the L-characteristic of G, and let R, be the 
S-characteristic of Rt . Then Rg is also the L-characteristic of G*. 
RL 
Proof. Because of the centrality of this result we present two proofs. 
1. First we will give a state space proof. From the realization (161) of 
we have 
By the results of Section 4 we know that a realization of the S-characteristic 
of RF is given by 
with Y and Z the solutions of the degenerate Riccati equations 
ti**+ ZW = 22%Z9*2, 
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These equations reduce in our case to 
(-A+BB*X)~+~(-A*+XBB*) =2?(z+XZ)C*C(Z+ZX)P, 
2(-A + BB*X) + (-A* + XBB*)2 =_?%B*Z. 
We claim that the solutions to these equations are given by 
zY=x+xzx=x(z+zx) =(Z+XZ)X, 
_?- = x + z-l. 
To see this we compute, with SY = X + XZX = X( Z + ZX) = (I + XZ>X, 
~‘*2?+2&? = ( -A* + XBB*)( X + Z-‘) + (X + Z-l)( -A + BB*X) 
= -A*X + XBB* - A*Z-’ + XBB*Z-’ 
- XA + XBB* - Z-lA + Z-lBB*X 
= c*c + XBB*X - z-l(zc*cz - BB*)Z-’ 
+ XBB*Z-’ + z-‘BB*X 
= XBB*X + z-l) BB*Z-l + XBB*Z-l + Z-lBB*X 
= (X + z-‘)BB*( x + z-l) 
= Z%?‘*~_?z. 
Similarly, with Z = X + XZX = X( Z + ZX) = (I + XZ)X, 
Z2zf* +sCF =Z( -A + BB*X) .+ ( -A* + XBB*)Z 
=(Z+XZ)X(-A+BB*X) +(-A* +XBB*)X(Z+ZX) 
= (I + XZ)( -XA + XBB*X) + (-A*X + XBB*X)( Z + 2X) 
= (I + XZ)( A*X + C*C) + (XA + C*C)( I + ZX) 
= C*C + A*X + XZA*X + XZC*C + XAZX + XA 
+ c*c + c*czX 
= c*c + XBB*X + xzA*x + xzc*c + XAZX 
+ c*c + c*czX 
= X( BB*X + ZA* + AZ) X + C*C + C*CZX + XZC*C 
= xzc*czx + c*c + c*czX + xzc*c 
= (I + xz)c*c(z + ZX) 
=923*. 
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In conclusion 
( 
-A* + XBB* -ZBB* _?2’( I + XZ)C* 
= 
- B* 0 
= 
( 
-A* + XBB* - (X + Z-‘)BB* (X+ Z-‘)X-‘(I + XZ)-‘(I + XZ)C* 
- B* 0 
l 
(X + Z-I)-‘( -A* - Z-‘BB*)(X + Z-‘) X-‘C* 
= 
- B*(X + Z-‘) 0 I 
(X + Z-‘)-‘( -ZA* - BB*)Z-‘( I + ZX) X-k* 
= 
0 \ -B*(X+Z-‘j 
(I + ZX-‘( AZ - ZCC*Z)Z-‘( I + ZX) 
= 
t - B*( X + Z-‘) 
= @g-$-/y). 
On the other hand we know that 
The corresponding Riccati equations are 
0 
(-A)X + f( -A*) + BB* - %Y*Cx = 0, 
z( -A) + (-A*@'+ C*C - I&*~ = 0. 
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These Riccati equations have positive definite solutions which are x = X-’ 
and Z = Z-‘, with X and Z the positive definite solutions of (163) and (164) 
respectively. Using Lemma 6.1, we see that the L-characteristic of -G* is 
(_)=(C 
=(W) 
= 
i 
x-y XA - XBB*X) x-‘c* 
B*( z + z-‘x-1)x 0 I 
=(M). 
The proof is completed by comparing the two computations. 
2. Our second proof is much shorter and functional oriented. We use 
the doubly coprime factorization (186) to compute 
RL(G*)* = (J: 1:) 
= s;u, = X&,(G))*. m 
Since the key diagram played such a central role in the analysis of G [see 
in this connection also Fuhrmann and Ober (1993a)l, it is of interest to 
compute the key diagram for G*. This becomes possible because, by Theo- 
rem 6.4, we have now at hand a normalized doubly coprime factorization of 
- G*. The next lemma is a step in this direction. 
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LEMMA 6.4. Let G = NM-l be the normulized coprime factorization of 
G, and let G = -J&’ be the notmulized coprime factorization of G*. Then 
we have 
1. 
2. 
Ker Hu: 1:) = Ker HcM. N*j, ( 189) 
Im “( ;;) = Im “( _$)’ ( 190) 
Proof. 1: It suffices, for reasons of symmetry, to prove the inclusion 
Now, 
Since 
(1:: lZ*)(;)f=O, 
andforf E H: 
Ker Hu: 1;) Jz ( I I1 f=P_(Z Jz*) ;; f=P_f=O, i I 
the result follows. 
Part 2 follows by duality considerations. 1 
Once we have established the normalized doubly coprime factorization for 
G*, it becomes clear that inverting all maps in Figure 3 does not lead directly 
to the dual key diagram. However, a slight rearrangement of the inverted 
diagram does the job. Thus we have 
THEOREM 6.6. Let G = NM-’ = M-lfl be NCF, and let U,Vi’ = 
gil 6L be the coprime factorization of the L-controller. 
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1. Let 
and GL 
( 
-Q 
be defined by Equations (187) and (188) respectively. Then: 
(a) The map z^, : (S,H~l’ + (O,Hz}’ defined by 
567 
( 191) 
is invertible, and its inverse is given by YK : (Cl, HfIi + (S,H:IL , 
9 
i 1 
g1 = -P{s,H:JI (K, Kz) g1 ’ 
K g2 ( 1 g2 
( 192) 
(b) The adjoints 2: : (fi,~T}~-+ (S,Hf}’ and 92 : (S,H?)’ + 
W,H~)’ are given by 
and 
(c) The map 2, : {S: H!}' -+ IfiTH2)’ defined bY 
( 193) 
is invertible, and its inverse is given by $I : {Cl; H? I ’ + (Sg H 2 I ’ is 
given by 
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(d) The adjoints z^F :{sZTH!I’ + {S:H?)’ and 9; :{S;Hy + 
{fl;H!)’ are given by 
( 196) 
and 
( 197) 
2. The dual key diagram, i.e. the key diagram for the transfer function 
-G*, is given by Figure 4. 
3. The dual key diagram is obtained from the key diagram of G by jrst 
transforming it to a commutative diagram of intertwining maps as in 
Theorem 5.2, inverting that diagram and rearranging it into the form 
shown in Figure 5, and transforming it into a diagram involving Hankel 
operators by a reversal of the process taken in Section 5. Specijcally we 
consider the diagram in Figure 6. 
4. Let t.~~ be the singular values of HEtCcj. Then: 
(a) The singular values of -E;I,ECc*j are CL,:‘. 
(b) The singular values of <k are (1 + P~)‘/‘//-Q. 
(c) The singular values of YI* are pi/(1 + p$j112. 
(d) The singular values of T are pi/(1 + /of>. 
(e) The singular values of H(,; J;, are l/(1 + /L?)“‘. 
(f) The singular values of H are l/(1 + /.~f)l’~. 
(S,Hf ) I -HmC’) 
'{SE H!}l 
FIG. 4. The dual key diagram. 
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FIG. 5. 
Proof. 1: The proof is b ased on Theorem 5.1, noting the fact that 
normalized coprime factorizations of - G* are given by 
-G* =J&l = -K,‘K,. 
2: Follows from Theorem 5.2 using the previous normalized coprime 
factorizations of - G*. 
3: To prove this statement we compute all maps involved. 
3(a): We have, for f E {S, H:} L , 
- s: qs,ffy Usf = -s;s,P_S;U,f = -P_S;U,f. 
-p(n,H$)~ ( “L “L 1 I us 1S,H?)’ 
1% 
FIG. 6 
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However, we know that 
R*,(G*) = S;Us = v,S; 
and hence 
- % &&)I 4J = - 4q,,*,f* 
3(b): We note that, for f E {S,Ht)’ , and using the representation (187) 
we have 
c 
&f = -p(nKHy 
i 1 ;f 
= -p(%H:)L,($Js - ($G]f. 
But clearly, for any g E Ht we have 
g = 0, 
as 
So we have 
S(C): For h E IS; H 2) L , recalling that 
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we compute 
=P_( 2’ $)S,h 
= P_ -$’ S,h ( I 
= P_ 
3(d): We compute, for f E {on, Ht)’ , 
=P_[ ;* :i)( -6” f)f 
= p_( _fl* G*)( -R M)f= T-f* 
Here T is the map defined by Equation (90). 
3(e): ForfE {fi,Hf}’ we have 
-w&H:)~ (4 M)f= - s;s,P_s;( -3 M)f 
= -P_(J: G)f 
= -H(I: ,,*,f* 
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3(f): for f E {S, H f } ’ we compute 
= -H K: .f. ( 1 K: 
4: Inversion of maps inverts singular values. Thus the singular values are 
derived from Theorem 5.2 by the tracing of the various maps to the maps in 
that theorem. n 
6.5. Model Reduction and Robust Control 
In this subsection we present some results that point out very clearly the 
duality between approximation problems, i.e. problems of model reduction, 
and problems of robust control. The lineage of approximation problems has a 
long history in mathematics which will not be recounted here. With regard to 
the robustness issues in control, we would like to point out the early 
contributions by Vidyasagar and Kimura (1986) and Kimura (1984). Naturally, 
much depends on the sense in which we approximate as well as how we 
define the class of perturbations with respect to which we want to analyze 
robustness issues. There are two ways we are going to consider for approxi- 
mating functions, and all functions we deal with are assumed to be rational. 
The classes of functions we consider are the class of antistable functions that 
are bounded in the left half plane (namely HCD) and have McMillan degree n, 
and the class of all proper rational functions of McMillan degree n. 
If we assume that G E HF and has McMillan degree n, then we consider 
approximations of G which are also in H!? and have lower McMillan degree. 
The approximation measure is the HT norm. For such functions the robust 
stabilization problem is posed with respect to additive perturbations that do 
not change the McMillan degree of the antistable part of G. The relation 
between these two problems has been clarified in Glover (1986). There, with 
a slight change of notation, the optimally robust stability margin for G E H”_ 
of McMillan degree n is given in terms of the smallest Hankel singular value 
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of G and hence in terms of approximation properties of G in the HZ norm, 
or equivalently of G* in the H", norm. 
We complete this paper with a brief analysis of the connections between 
robust stabilization with respect to normalized coprime uncertainty and 
robust stabilization with respect to additive uncertainty. In the case of 
normalized coprime uncertainty we do not restrict the plant at all, i.e., we 
take an arbitrary rational function of McMillan degree n. For the case of 
additive uncertainty we take our plant to be the adjoint of the L-characteris- 
tic of G, i.e. R,(G*). Since the L-characteristic map can be inverted (see 
Ober and Fuhrmann, 1933), this is no restriction. Any HY function of 
McMillan degree n is the L-characteristic of some (unique) strictly proper G 
of the same McMillan degree. 
Thus we start from an arbitrary G. Let R, be its L-characteristic. We 
assume 
are the DSS factorizations of RF. Having constructed the S-controller 
for RE, then an arbitrary solution of the Bezout equation 
s,v - @,U = I ( 198) 
is given by 
We now proceed to show that Glover’s analysis for the case of robust 
stabilization with respect to additive uncertainty is easily recovered from the 
analysis of inversion of intertwining maps given in Theorem 3.1. 
Let/$> ... > CL,, be the singular values of H,;. Now, by Theorem 2.9 
and Corollary 2.1 we have 
min IlUs - S,Qllm = min [Ius 
QEH”+ QEH”+ 
So the optimally robust stability margin of RE is 
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However, /..L, has of course an interpretation in terms of approximation 
properties of RT by antistable functions of lower McMillan degree. Indeed 
j_bn = min{llR*, - QllmlQ E H”“, S(Q) G 72 - l} 
= min{ll@, - QSKIImlQ E KY, S(Q) G n - 1) 
= min{ll@r - SIQllmlQ E H?, S(Q) < n - I}. 
Thus we recover 
THEOREM 6.7 (Glover). Let R* E H”_ be rational of McMillan degree n. 
Then the optimal robust stability margin with respect to additive uncertainty 
is p,,, the smallest singular value of H,,. 
For the scalar case an explicit representation of the optimally robust 
controller has been given in Fuhrmann (1991). It turned out that the 
optimally robust controller was given as the inverse of the best Hankel norm 
approximant of lower McMillan degree. This result has also a multivariable 
generalization. 
We know from AAK theory, or Glover (1984), that there exists a solution 
Qop to the Nehari problem for which not only 
1 
- = Ilv, - Q&Ilm = II& - SKQopllm, 
CL, 
but actually /I,,(& - S, QO,), is an inner function in H”,. In terms of this 
function QO we can obtain a best approximation of Rt of lower McMillan 
degree. InBeed, let us put P = (Vs - @‘KQop)(US - S,QOp)-‘. Then we 
compute 
A = R*L - (Vs - %Q,,)(G - S,Qop)-l 
= S,‘@‘, - (Vs - %Qo,>(uS - SKQ~~)-~ 
= s;‘{@,(v, - S,Q,,) - S,(Vs - %Q,,)}(4 - s~Qop)-~ 
= s?PWs - V’sl(vS - S,Qc# 
= -S,‘(Us - S,QOp)-l 
= -(UsSr - S,Q,pS~)-l~ 
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and this implies of course that 
Moreover 
P = (Vs - %Q)(US - W-' 
is, up to multiplying both factors by p,,, a DSS factorization of P. 
Naturally the question arises whether this result extends to other types of 
robustness and approximations. It has been shown in Fuhrmann and Ober 
(I993a) that there is great similarity in the derivation of optimally robust 
controllers with respect to normalized coprime factor uncertainty, best ap- 
proximation in the H”, norm, and best H”, approximation of normalized 
coprime factors. However, the full connection has not been worked out. With 
the tools we have developed in this paper we are in a position to extend 
Glover’s result to the case of robustness with respect to normalized coprime 
factor uncertainty and the approximation of normalized coprime factors in the 
H” norm. 
The main result is the following. 
THEOREM 6.8. Let G be any rational matrix function of McMillan 
degree n. Let 
be normulized coprime factorizations. Let pui, i = 1, . . . , n, be the Hankel 
singular values of R*,(G), and let a,, i = 1,. . . , n, be the Hankel singular 
values of 
-fl* 
i I 
a* . Then the optimally robust stability margin of G* with 
respect to normalized coprime factor uncertainty is 
c* = l-h 
max 
(1 + py2 
=(T 
n- 
( 19% 
Proof. By Theorem 5.2 6(b), the doubly coprime factorization (1861, and 
Theorem 6.6 4(b), the optimally robust stability margin of G* is given by 
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so EZ,, = a,. On the other hand we know, by AAK theory or by an 
adaptation of Theorem 5.2 5, that 
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